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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 29 1903

FAIR
DSDICA TION

Ing the coal fields, driving in a tunnel

entitled,

EDISON'S. IDEA
Extracting Gold From New Mex

8EVERE STORMS.

ico Gravel.

St. Louis is Thronged VJith
Thousands of Visitors.

"Friendship,

and

Love

Truth." It was at Baltimore, April

for about two miles; above this tunnel
the coal was stoped out for nearly 100
feet. It ia supposed here that the
earthquake has crashed In the walls
of this stope. Imprisoning the miners.

26,

years ago yesterday, that Thomas Wlldey associated with four others, organized Washington lodge, No. 1, Wlldey taking the
obligation in the presence of the four
the
others and then administering
obligation to them. This is considered
the beginning of the I. O. O. F. of
America. From that date to the present time the prosperity of the order
has been phenomenal. Although of a
humble origin it has become the greatest, wealthiest and most powerful
fraternity In the world.
Its object Is the elevation and Improvement of mankind, morally,
and socially. It opposes all
forms of vice and immorality, and It
and
Inculcates virtue, philanthropy
brotherly love. Realizing the need of
and mutual assistance In
all the affairs of life. Its members are
required to aid and protect one an
other, to visit the sick, relieve the dis
tressed, bury the dead and protect and
educate the orphans. It endeavors to
form in mankind a universal brother
hood, bound by the golden chain of
Friendship, Love and Truth," the
motto of the order.
Duncan Bell sang a solo, then Miss
Daisy Huntzinger recited about the
bad girl, which pleased exceedingly. A
duet followed by Mr. Bell and Miss
Summers', and the program was closed
by a short and witty recitation which
was charmingly rendered by Mrs.
Harry Strong, wife of the noble grand
of No. 17. All In all, the program was
fine and reflects no little credit on
those who took part.
After the program the dining room
was thrown open and over 150 participated in the refreshments, consisting
of sandwiches, cake, ice cream and
During the intermission and
coffee.
at the request of numerous friends,
Miss Menaul, the brilliant pianist, fav
ored the gathering with several selections which were encored. Dancing
was enjoyed until the midnight hour,
the music being furnished by Mrs.
.
Rosa Berry.
The local organisations who had the
affair in charge were Albuquerque encampment. No. 4, Albuquerque lodge,
No. 1, and Harmony, No. 17.
1819, Just

eighty-fou- r

ROOSEVELT BAY
AT ST. LOUIS
Roosevelt and Cleveland to
Help Dedicate Fair.

Snow Fail in Wyoming, Colorado,
Kansas and Nebraska.
Cheyenne, April 29. The severe RUSSIA DENIES DESIGNS ON CHINA
storm which began yesterday afternoon is raging with undiminished fury
today, and from six to ten Inches of Terrible Earthquake Shock in British
snow covers the ground from CheyWILL
enne to Rock Springs, and as far north
Columbia Coal Mine.
as Casper.
The thermometer has
aero,
heavy
fallen almost to
loss
and
Is expected in the Bheep region, where FOREST FIRES IN STATE OF MICHIGAN
shearing has been going on for the
No present Indicalast two week.
New York, April 29. Thomas
tions for abatement of the storm for
twenty-fou- r
hours.
Edison has a scheme for extractKeokuk, Iowa, April 29. The prest-- , with the costumes of the performer,
St. Louis. April 29. A multitude of number of other distinguished visitors
ing gold from immense low gold
Cold In Colorado.
dent left Iowa at 10 o'clock this morn-- It was a very enjoyable affair. The
by Mr.
visitors Is pouring Into St. Louis in also are to be entertained
quarts gravel beds In Lower CaliDenver, April 29. Snow fell all over
Ing over the Burlington, en route to following program was rendered:
anticipation of the coming of Presi- Francis. The stay of President Roosefornia, Arizona and Northern
Qulncy and St. Louis. At the station
Huldah ClariBsa Welch, exceedyngly
dent Roosevelt and the dedication to- velt Is bo brief that there will be little Colorado last night and this morning.
Mexico.
Edison's system, which
in this city Governor Cummins, of I hygh voyced synger; Jerusha Anne
morrow of the Louisiana Purchase Ex- time for him to participate in any A cold wave accompanying snow has
is claimed has now reached a
it
In this
Iowa, bid him good bye and Governor Grant, of Boston Towne, Charity Prlm- public functions except those immedi- done considerable damage.
position. During the past twenty-fou- r
working basts, is by employing
city
plants
a
were
of
number
tender
Dockery,
of Missouri, welcomed him rose Fish, ye guyder of little ones;
an air blast. Experiments near
hours all incoming trains have been ately connected with the dedication of
At Fort Collins It Is feared
to the state of Missouri. The party ar- JeruBha Ann Cams, wife of ye neighby Floyd M. Chapman,
heavily loaded, and reports from rail- the exposition. The Slgel monument destroyed.crop
Fe
Santa
is damaged, and at othfruit
rived here at 8:30 o'clock from Ottum- - borhood dispenser of physic; Daniel
one of Edison's assistants, have
road authorities Indicate that by night- association, however, haa obtained the the
points cattle and sheep are suffer
er
wa and was met by the reception com- Ebenezer Hall, ye tuner of ye spinets,
produced a machine which it Is
fall the crowd will be the largeBt ever consent of the president to attend a ing.
mittee. After a short drive the presi- and a dozen others who are well
claimed will save 98 per cent of
gathered in this city.
Hotels and gathering In oehalf of the memorial to
dent, staadtng in the pit of a natural known. The concert was a financial
gold
exgravel.
tonight.
in
la
be
the
hall
the
filled
are
to
overflowheld
Music
in
It
boarding houses
Snow in Kansas.
amphitheater at Rand Park, made a success.
Topeka, April 29. Reports received
ing and the streets of the down town pected that Mr. Roosevelt will make a
rpeech, which was heartily
at the government weather bureau
district are literally Jammed with peo- brief address.
Russia Denies Report.
Wreck at Laguna.
applauded.
today
notaAt
world's
various
fair
today
of
snow
was
the
the
here
night
parties
states
fall
ple. Since last
that
29
Washington.
April
Russian
The
Freight
train No. 846. which left
liting at Dresden, Hays City and Dodge
bles have been arriving in quick suc- officials and their assistants were
government has flatly denied the Pek
here yesterday, was wrecked last evePresident at Quincy.
cession. The reception committee has erally working with their coats off get City early this forenoon with the tem- ing report of her Intention to secure
Qulncy, 111.. April 29. President ning near Laguna. The train broke
At
a stupendous task on its hands, but ting everything In readiness for the perature below freezing point.
privileges
In Manchuria.
exclusive
stopped here for alout forty-fiv- e in two Just before entering the station
Roosevelt
Baker,
Concordia
Macksville
and
next
the
three days. The
the thoroughness with which It has festivities of the
minutes
this morning. A large and when the front end stopped the
made its arrangements Is evidenced grand court, the Liberal Arts building temperature dropped 23 degrees In an
EARTHQUAKE SHOCK.
crowd was on hand to greet him and rear end crashed Into it. Eight cars
by today's results. Foreign diplomats, and other portions of the grounds that hour. There Is much danger of fruit
amid cheers he was driven to the court were piled up and the lose Is consid
governors and their staffs and innum- will be brought into prominence by the being killed. Weather predictions for Mine in British Columbia Destroyed
house park, where he delivered a Bhort erable. The trainmen aaw the cataserable other public men have poured dedicatory exercises have been dressed tonight are rain, snow and colder
and Seventy Miners Killed.
trophe coming and saved themselves
weather.
Of
address.
In
with
thousands
rainbow
fashion
every
from
on
the
excity
train,
29.
into the
An
Vancouver, B. C, 'April
by Jumping. The disabled tralp was In
upon
yards
flags
yards
red,
of
and
plosion near the town of Frank. N.
north and south, the east and west. As
Blizzard in Nebraska.
charge of Conductor W. Thomaa and
Louis.
8t.
Roosevelt
Reaches
on
rapidly as they arrived they have been white and blue bunting. The facades
W.
T.,
Crow's
line
of
Nest
the
the
Lincoln, Neb., April 29. A blizzard,
crew
St. Louis, April 29. The president Engineer- - Klump. A wrecking
Tecelved at the station by members of all the great palaces facing the extending over the entire western part Pass railway, occurred early today.
yarda
to
local
was
called
from
the
d
escort-In
apparently
Seventy-fiva
court
will
are
finished of the state, set in early today and
persons are reported
arrive here at 4:10 this afternoon
of the reception committee and
:
v
and between that hour and 9 o'clock clear the road. Trains from the west j
to the quarters assigned them. state. When the president rides up still continues. Trains on the Burling killed.
tonight be is scheduled to eat one din- arrived here on time this morning.
Marching soldiers and playing bands the avenue between the great struc ton to the northwest are delayed. The
Wires Damaged.
will
29.
A
scene
dispatch
every
N.
ner and deliver three addresses. Thoutomorrow
Y.,
April
tures
the
that
turn.
Buffalo.
are to be encountered at
snow west and north of Broken Bow is
Read The Citizen and get the news
Prr-nWinnipeg
to
from
sands of people are arriving all day, that la correct.
the
Associated
The number of troops that are pouring greet his eye will be practically the two inches deep.
.
.
says the wires are 'down east of Frank
Including a number of governors of
. into the city i without precedent An same as.that to be presented one year
Knights of Pythias hall held a lot
H. R. Mltchner, a binder from Crip and the line is reported to be covered
states and ether prominent people. Ex- idea of the tremendous total may be hence when the gates of the exposition
ple Creek, Colo., has arrived and will for a mile and a half east from ten
President Cleveland Is expected to ar- of enthusiastic clerks last evening.
had from the statement that New will be thrown open to the public.
to fifty feet In depth. Frank Is a new
At 10 o'clock tomorrow. morning the locate here.
rive at 6:20 this afternoon. He will The retail clerks' union met and C. L.
York state alone has sent 1,000 solmining
In
town
Leth
near
Alberta,
city
will
be
met by a committee representing Colson, of the Golden Rule, was electbestowed
freedom
of
he
branches
the
all
diers, representative of
bridge and about on the boundary line
exposition company and during his ed financial secretary to fill the posiBAZAAR
the
RECEIPTS.
of the service. Iowa, Ohio, Kentucky, upon President Roosevelt by the mayCITY.
KANSAS
between British Columbia and the COMING FROM
visit In St. Louts will be the guest of tion made vacant by the resignation of
Illinois and many other states are well or, and half an hour later the military
United States.
new names
President Francis, of the world's fair, F. M. Lyons. Twenty-severepresented In the great army of mili- parade, composed of United btates
In whose home President Roosevelt were added to the charter and the
One Hundred Lives Lost.
tiamen that has invaded the city. Un- troops and the national guard, will
Frank, N. W. T., April 29. An earth Commercial Club of That City Will will also stay. Nearly 10,000 memltors membership now Is 125. Hereafter a
der the able management of Adjutant start for the exposition grounds, pre Partial List of the Finance of the
quake happened about 4:30 o'clock
General Corbln and his aides the sol- ceded by the president and invited
of various state militias are expected small Inltatlon fee will be charged to.
Recent Entertainment.
w members wishing to join. A busi
this morning, and the whole valley be
Visit Albuqurirque.
n arrlVA dnrlnar the dav.'
diers' welfare is being looked after. guests in carriages. At the grounds a
guns
low this town for over a mile wide
The governors and their military presidential salute of twenty-on- e
ness meeting will be held next wee.
wsb shaken up Immediately
staffs, the militiamen from a score of will be fired.
after
BOODLE INVESTIGATION.
Let the good work go on.
IT IS INTERESTING.
what appears to be a volcanic erup
The doors of the Liberal Arts build
states, Jackles from the monitor Ar
WILL BE HERE IN MAY.
G. M. Pedroncelll, a member of that
tion, which took place on top of Turtle
Charges of 8peaker Miller Not Sue- kansas and United States troops to a ing will lie opened and a band concert
wholesale liquor firm of Bachechl A
mountain, which overlooks the town
tained by Evidence.
total of several thousand will combine will be given. At 2 o'clock the cereAs every one knows, the bazaar Millions of tons of rock were thrown
city after a
On Friday morning. May 15, a big
to make a military pageant tomorrow monies will begin. They will consist which
Springfield. 111., April 29. The re- Co., has returned to the surrounding
closed Monday evening, was a down, covering the mine entrance, representation from the Kansas City
successful trip to the
worth going hundreds of miles to see, of an Invocation by Cardinal Gibbons
port
comInvestigating
lioodle
of
the
The Citizen gives below a the mine buildings, and burying them Commercial club will arrive in the
small towns. He first visited the
The presidential special is due to ar and addresses by the exposition offl success. report,
partial
W. hundreds of feet deep. All the 'men Duke City on a special vestlbuled mittee will not be submitted to the camps along the Santa Fe Central
complete,
almost
of
cials.
afternoon.
The
rive here late this
President Roosevelt will make
house today. The committee did not
president will be met at Keokuk by an address, and after a grand chorus J. Johnson, assistant cashier of the employed about the mine outside were train with diner and all requisites, en complete last night's session until 2 road and then crossed over the divide
Bank
of
who
Commerce,
as
acted
treas
Into the Naclmlento country. He was
Instantly killed, and over twenty mln route for the coast. They are to stop o
Governor Dockery, of Missouri, and a former President Cleveland will speak urer.
morning. At least one successful In booking some very good
clock
era imprisoned In the mine with little off from 9:35 until 11 o'clock and see more this
On Friday the members of the diplocitizens' reception committee who will
witness, Walter L. Fisher, sec
The report is Interesting and is as hope of recovery. The loss of life is
accompany him to St. Louis. Upon matic corps, the representatives of
the city and get acquainted as much retary of the municipal voters' league, orders for liquor buyers, He reports
follows:
the resorts of the James and Sulphur
over
mostone
hundred,
as possible with our leading business
arriving in the city the distinguished foreign governments to the exposition Treasurer's Statement. St. Joseph's estimated at
ly women and children. The moun men. The Kansas City club will have is to be heard. Mr. Fisher arrived this Hot Springs looking fine, and noted
guest will be escorted to the home of and other official guests will be taken
morning and will be given a hearing
Sanitarium Bazaar, April 20 to 27, tain Is still throwing up rock. The a
to
brass band with them, and some this afternoon. The report of the com the fact that visitors are beginning
former Governor Francis, whose guest by a military escort to the grounds
inclusive.
M.
Otero
8.
that
also
He
country
arrive.
stated
covered
with
lava
is
and
doing
they
thing
when
arrive.
will be
he will be during his stay in the city Addresses will be made by the French Candy booth, Mrs. O'Reilly
not yet been agreed upon In has bis sulphur mill in operation at
et
scoria for twenty miles, and the river
The following letter will explain, It mittee has
f ormer President Cleveland and a ambassador and the Spanish minister,
al
detail. It is understood, however, that I the Sulphurs.
$259.00 is dammed with lava, causing a flood being from the club's secretary:
The civic parade will take place Satur- Elk charm
Speaker!
45.00
Agent A.. T. Sl 8. F. R R. Co., Albu- it will find the charge of evidence,!
day and will be reviewed by the gov Balance cash
fouler unsubstantiated by ,
52.00
donations
MOUNTAIN CUMBER.
M.
N,
querque,
CAUSES UGLY TALK.
I
ernors of the various states. In the
THE ODD FELLOWS.
, n .. ..
1.... ...mi .... . .. , i.
vi nil III- I
Dear Sir It has been announced VUV Will IVIIVTV luv
course of the ceremonies at the Libmisrepresenting
matter,
1356.00
the
that the Commercial Club of Kansas tention of
eral Arts building addresses will be Domestic booth, Mrs. McPher- City will take a trade extensjon trip taking the view that he drew wrong
by
made
Odell,
New
Governors
of
Prof. W. 6. Tight Wants to Climb
son et al
$254.95 They Celebrated the Eighty-Fourt- h
beginning May 12 and a special train conclusions from the statements made Leatherman Should Have Squared
York, and Dockery, of Missouri. At Doll booth, Mrs. Murphy
et al. . 47.95
will be In your city from 9:35 a. m. to to him.
the close of the ceremonies on each of Handkerchief booth, Mrs. H.
Mt. Sorata in Bolivia.
Annlversay Last Night,
11:00 a. m., Friday, May 15.
Himself Before His Departure.
tile three days a centennial salute of
Col. Green and Party.
Strong et al
104.90
As this will be a very fine train it
100 guns will be fired. A display of
An
elegantly
car,
appointed
palace
Ice cream booth, Mrs. Boatrlght
will be quite an Interesting sight and
fireworks will be made each evening,
MISS ANNIE PECK'S SCHEME.
74.85
et al
A DELIGHTFUL TIME.
will have on board of it a great num- the private property of Col. G. G.
HIS RAFFLE TRANSACTION.
Lunch counter, Mrs. Coleman
ber of the leading business men of Green, owner of the Green hotel, Pasa
RUSSIA'S POSITION.
Cat.,
dena,
west
arrived
from
this
et al
61.65
the
Kansas City, and we think it will be
Miss Annie S. Peck, the celebrated
ty Routlful, Miss Mabel
Odd Fellows' hall on South Second an interesting occasion for the neigh- morning attached to passenger train
Some ugly talk Is being Indulged In
mountain climber and lecturer, de That Country Not Trying to Grab Part
Strong et al
17.65 street was filled last evening with Odd boring farmers, as well as for your No. 2. The car was cut loose from the
of China.
throughout
the city on account of the
sires to represent the exposition in
Cigars, Mrs. Prestel
54.30 Fellows, with their wives,
sisters, city people. If you will send us the train and will remain here until tomor- departure of R. E. Leatherman, and
St. Petersburg, April 2. A semi- Cards, Mrs. J. E. Miller et
her proposed ascent of Mt. Sorata In
110.98 aunts and uncles, to celebrate
row,
again
will
be
to
It
when
twenty-fival...
attached
or more of the
the names of
quite a large number of bills are left
Bolivia. Miss Peck is a graduate of official note on the subject of Russian Dancing
27.40 eighty-fourtanniversary of this won- representative farmers near Albuquer- train No. 2 and continue its Journey unpaid. It is hinted that Leatherman
the state university of Michigan; has policy toward Manchuria, Just Issued, Door sales
116.20 derful order, whose memlKTship Is que, we will write each one a personal east. The party traveling in this car,
is guilty of selling his horse, buggy
been a teacher of Latin at Purdue uni characterizes the demands ascribed to Horse contest
350.80 now over a million and a quarter.
Of letter, notifying them of the arrival of on whose side are three large gilded and harness and securing money for
versity and Smith college, and was the Russia In dispatches from Peking as Hat sales, Mlsa V. Otero
42.00 this
number New Mexico contributes the train and Inviting them to come In. G's, is composed of Col. and Mrs. G. the outfit from a Mr. Wolf, when he
first woman to study at the American being simply Inventions.
Violin, watch contest
95.20 over a
For all who come In we have a hand- G. Green, Misses Altadena and Edyth had previously sold tickets at SI each
thousand and has twenty-fivchange
says
"No
has
occurred,"
the Water set, sales. Miss II.
School of Archaeology in Athens. She
some souvenir to present, and in addi- Green, O. G. Green, Jr., W. D. Rocke-leller- , for a r a file drawing of the entire outlodges.
subordinate
8.00
Lawler
lias lectured before the leading geo- note, "in the intentions of Russia with
F. J. Toner and W. W. Fisher. fit. It Is learned also that Jacob
The hall was filled, every seat being tion they can see the train, hear the
graphical societies of many countries refernce to Manchuria. The exchange Bracelet sales, Mrs. S. Luna et
program was enjoyable; music and get acquainted with the They are stopping at the Alvarado aud Koiber does not intend to let go of
taken.
The
of
occur
to
views
about
between the
53.25
.1
aud has cliniled some of the highest
the refreshments
every people who are helping to make Kan- will remain until tomorrow, when they the buggy, regardless of the purchase,
peaks of the world. She writes as Russian minister and Chinese govern- .Range sales, Mrs. Balrd et al... 2G.50 one had a good excellent and
great.
will leave for Philadelphia. The Greens for the reason that the buggy was puri sas City
time.
The
exercises,
ment can relate only to the measures Kodak sales, Mrs. Coleman.... 33.00
follows from Boston. Mass.:
As the time to prepare is very short, have a summer home near Jersey City. chased by Leatherman on
which
were
under
the Installthe
direction of H. we would like to receive the
.
list as They have been spending the winter in ment plan, an. I that he (Korber) holds
"At the suggestion of George Gran- to be adopted for ensuring the preser- 'Green silk pillow. Miss A. Pow-- I
...
E
t'.. .
9.05
ers
Bs 1,,0B"lb,e ",r wh,hhWe Ithan k California.
tham Rain I write to you in regard to vation of order and tranquility after
oViock'by a piano solo by Miss Bow- a lease for the payment of the unpaid
48.00
the Russian troops have marched out Combination ticket sale
you In
We
my expedition to South America.
notes. Some of I.athermau's creditser,
Miss
which
after
Maude Summers to meet you at the baggage car when
of
G.
Harprovince.
the
W.
Mrs.
sales,
Sundry
Ye
Olden
Times.
propose to climb Mt. Sorata in Bolt
ors, or rather some of those who got
delighted
song.
the
a
audience
with
21.75
"Russia
The
absolutely
has
choir of the Iead Avenue Methno intention
rison
the train arrives and extend the usual
via, 2r,nnft feet high. It would be the
bit in the rattle scheme, was thinkMiss Bearrup then told about the little
odist Episcopal church gave a very ing
Your truly,
courtesies.
loftiest height yet reached on the to place impediments In the way of
seriously this morning of stopping
girl's
to
mites
mitts
delight
and
of
the
$1,914.38
foreign
Total
L.
trade."
O.
successful
CI.EASE.
at
entertainment
the
church
earth's surface, breaking the world's
the young man up the road by teleall, and Miss Rose Huntzinger played
night.
last
CommerSecretary
of
It was a Seventeenth cen- graph, but he was allowed to pursue
McCanna
the
The
record in mountain climbing.
Forest Fires.
Destroyed by Earthquake.
the piano for the next number. John cial club has sent some fifty or more tury social and every part of
the ar- on his way to Washington, D. C,
summit has never yet been reached
Onaway, Mich., April 29 Forest 11. Stlagle, gave an able and Interest- names of prominent farmers here and rangement was In
Spokane, Wash., April 29. A prikeeping with tue without interruption.
though attempted by Sir Martin Con vate dispatch from Frank, N. W. T., fires threaten the destruction of this ing talk on Odd Fellowship.
Matters are
In the in the vicinity, who will probably re- significance of the name. The men
way. Those who know me feel certain states that a terrible earthquake has 'city. In every direction the woods are early part
of the Eighteenth century spond to the invitation. The Commer- wore short trousers, ruffled shirts and ripening for a good article on Leather-man- 's
of my success, as I have never yet occurred there, wiping out a mine and 'ablaze. Hundreds of citizens fought first mention Is made of Odd
departure, and it is quite likely
Fellows
failed In anything I have undertaken. killing seventy people Frank Is a few the flames last night to keep them and by 1788 the order had acquired cial club here has extended an Invita- powdered wigs and the women were The Citizen will have something more
to
City
clubmen
tion
to
Kansas
the
In
true
attired
Martha Washington to say on the subject, especially the
I shall be accompanied by three Swiss miles east of Fernie, B. C, where the from the lumber yards.
The lumber considerable prominence for the motto visit the club quarters. This is the style. Their skirts were
tucked and raffle scheme, later on. Mr. and Mrs.
guides, one of whom was with Con- - terrible explosion occurred a few camps are surrounded by Are and It Is of the order was then floated,
which third of the trade excursions of the flounced and took up a great deal of Leatherman
left for Washington, D. C.
months ago. About two years ago H. feared many lives will be lost. A high inspired the port, James Montgomery, Kansas City club. The other two were room.
The program, quite elaborate,
L. Frank of Montana began develop- - wind prevails.
Continued on page four.
to write the first Odd Fellows' poem, short trips into Kansas and Oklahoma. was composed of numbers In keeping
Continued on page four.
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ARRIVE TODAY

PRESIDENT SPEAKS AT KEOKUK, IOWA
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Adjutant General Corbln Looking After the
Soldiers' Welfare.
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Illinois Legislative Doodling Committee
Nothing Wrong.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAlisi' ClTlZENWtDNESDA

Spring Winds Arc Disa&reeabltl
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our Almond

Bfn-coi- n

and Witrh Haiel Cream Is a WONDER. Ladies

become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it, do so.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY,

B. H. BRIUQS & CO.,

Proprietors
Automatic 'Phono 397

Colorado, 'Phone 48

pllJ

MhinVirrrtiir

($iH;jfl,

HUGHES ft McCREIGHT, Publishers
Bdltor
Tboa. Hughes
W. T. McCrelht....MT. and City Bdltor
Published Dally and V.'aekly.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
A

oclatod Press Afternoon Dispatches

Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found on
le et Washington In the offloe of our
pedal ooraponclrnt, K. Q. Blssers, 118
street N. W., Washington D. C

Terms 'of Subscription.
$5.00
Doily, by mall, one year
2.60
Doily by mail, six months
1.25
Daily, by mail, three month
50
Daily, by mall, one month
60
Doily, by carrier, one month
Daily, by carrier, one week
15
Weekly, by mall, one year
S.00
The Dally Cltlsen will be delivered
la the city at the low rate of 15 cents
per week, or for 60 cents per month,
when paid monthly. These rates are
loss thaa those of any other dally paper in the territory.
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on
The Cltiien by notifying us Immediof the paately of any
per.
y

Henry

H. Rogers, a Standard Oil
magnate, began bis career as a news
boy and now Is worth $70,000,000.

Inmates of an Indiana prison have
formed a labor union and threaten to
strike unless the bill of fare is en
larged.
During March 91.666 foreigners came
The figures for last
March were 77,588 and in the same
month of the two preceding years less
than 50,000 each.

to this country.

Alaska has limitless forests of red
and yellow cedar, spruce, hemlock,
birch, cottonwood and alder. Some of
the trees grow to a large size and will
scale on the average better than the
timber In the eastern forests.
In the Masonic ceremony in laying

the corner stone of Missouri's world's
fair building at St. Louis, next Saturday, the gavel employed by George
Washington in laying the corner stone
of the nation's first capitol will be
used.

ius that, by bloodless conquest, gave to
the
this country a territory
size of all Europe.
For the first time in the history of
the government, the entire diplomatic
corps leaves the capital on a special
train to travel into the heart of the
nation.
The presence of the president of the
United States, his cabinet, congress
and the supreme court, at the head
of the armed column, is Intended to
symbolize a government by the people and its achievements.
Orders have been issued by the de
partment to mobilize In the vast
buildings of the exposition 4,000 battle
scarred regulars.
lhat the national government might
be Interpreted as stamping Its approval on an enterprise that has cost it
more than six millions of dollars. Ma
jor General Henry C. Corbln will marshal the parade from its starting point
In St. Louis to the palaces of the Ivory
City.
Estimates of the passenger depart
railways conments of twenty-ninverging at St. Louis, indicate the attendance at the dedication of 250,000
to 300,000 visitors, mainly from points
in Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Arkansas
and Oklahoma.
one-thir-
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AS SOLDIERS DIE.
every
man or woman who ad
To
mires bravery without the spectacular
of bravado, there comes across thou
sands of miles of land and water, the
story of the heroic death of a little
band of British soldiers In Somaliland.
It brings with it a thrill that the dis
tance does not lessen or lack of personal Interest decrease.
It is a comparatively simple recital,
says the Fort Worth Telegram. There
were about 200 British soldiers march
ing across the burning sands hunting
for missing comrades. Suddenly they
were surrounded by a horde of howling savages. The soldiers were of the
regular "Tommy Atkins" type, taught
to drill, to fight, and to die. The
thought of running away did not occur
to them. They formed a square and
faced the enemy.
It was 12,000 savages to 200 brave
men. Hundreds of the Somalia fell,
but gradually the officers and then the
men of the British force were slaughtered and but a bare handful of dangerously wounded survivors reached
safety,
are the only details the
tell. It is not a graphic story
and it lacks altogether of the picturesque. It is Just the story of how
brave soldiers can die. But If Its lesson comes home to the men who are
discouraged, to the men who would
like to give up, to those who do not
have in them the force of character
that makes men fight to the last ditch,
the story will have made the world
better and will not have been wholly
in Vain.

Te

PROSPEROUS NEW MEXICO.
Much Is expected In New Mexico
The Democrat is now making a fight from various projects to reclaim arid
on Frank A. HubbelL It doesn't want land by utilizing underground water
him to be chairman of the republican which is believed to exist in several
committee next year. It is not clear localities where large tracts now bar
why the Democrat should be so Inter- ren could be made fertile.
With an almost perfect climate and
ested in the chairmanship of the republican party, the sheet having great resources in coal. Iron and the
precious metals New Mexico could susflopped to the opposition.
tain a large population if it had suffi
A table ot persons lynched In the cient water to Irrigate the thousands
United States the last twenty-on- e
of acres that are now barren. Whether
years gives a total ot 3,233 up to Jan the enterprises in question will suc
nary 1, 1903. Of this period the years ceed Is a problem to be solved, it is
1884 and 1892 were the largest for said, in the near future. It has often
lynchings. In the former year the been discussed, but lack of capital and
vigilantes In Colorado and Montana organization has prevented the requls
were responsible for the largest num lte tests.
The recent construction of the Rock
ber. The victims were largely white
men and they were lynched for depre Island extension across the southeastern part of the territory has opened up
dations on property.
a section that a few years ago was
GRAND PAGEANT.
almost entirely isolated, and the Santa
At noon tomorrow in St. Louis a bu Fe Central now under construction
lute of 100 guns will announce to the will contribute still further to the
world the close of the first century of Banie end. When that quarter of New
an inland empire that Napoleon sold Mexico is brought fully In touch with
the outside world the whole territory
for a song.
8eldom in the official life of a great will be stimulated by Its development.
Colorado as a state and Denver as a
nation will the pomp and pageantry
of monarchy have been so overshad city are both deeply interested in New
owed as at the dedication of the inter Mexico's prosperity and growth. It
national exposition to commemorate would be a great help to this state if
it had for a southern neighbor a strong
that event.
and prosperous community, says the
impressive
mlllt
One of the most
ry spectacles of peaceful times will Repablican, inviting capital and new
sweep through the metropolis of the settlers by the development of its reLouisiana domain a glittering display sources, and opening up new avenues
of American arms and the man, at the of trade and commerce.
In some respects Denver business
senitn of the republic's power.
Kings, emperors and potentates men have seemed to neglect the New
have sent their ambassadors to swell Mexico field, and In consequence then
the homage of this people to the gen'
.

haa been less communication between
that territory and this city than there
should be. This Is partly due to the
close rail communication maintained
with Kansas City, to which point Hew
Mexico people have long looked as
their market. An effort should be
made to establish a bond of union between New Mexico and Colorado as
members of the Rocky Mountain group
of states and territories.
Our people will receive with satisfaction all information showing that
New Mexico Is advancing, and there
need be no quest ion in the mind of any
resident of that territory concerning
theh willingness of Denver and other
Colorado citizens to give them whatever assistance it may be in thelt
power to extend.
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STOMACH BITTERS

Pratt &

Co.

Sola Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln A Co. 'a Coffees,
Is entitled to the highest praise as a
Granite Flour.
family medicine If you Judge it by Its
merit and record of cures during the
Staple and Fancy Groceries
past fifty years. No other remedy can
takes its place because It Is the best
?14 South Second Street.
that science can produce as a cure for
Creamery Butter Best on
HUsboro
Belching, Heartburn, Indigestion, BiEarth.
liousness,
Dyspepsia, Insomnia, and
Nervousness. It is sIho an excellent Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery
tonic and blood purifier. Don't fail to
try It It has never been known to
fail.

Ing for Adams a net profit of $800,000
to $900,000 a year.
If anything were capable of Influencing the minds of policy players to permit themselves to be deluded no longODD FELLOWSHIP.
er Into parting with their money these
The institution of Odd Fellowship figures would do It, because they show
originated in Manchester, Eng., in that of $3,600,000 which they paid Into
1812.

the policy shops they received back

was introduced In
the United States from the Manchester Unity In 1819, and the grand lodge
of Maryland and the United States
was constituted on the 22d day of February, 1821.
The order at Its last report, 1900,
had under Its Jurisdiction in the United States: Grand lodges, 69; grand
encampments, 65; Rebekah assemblies
lodges. 11,928, and
40; subordinate
paid annually for relief $4,000,000 and
In ten years the membership of the
order has increased 500,000.

between $300,000 and $400,000 a year,
or only $1 out of every $10. The other
$9 out of every $10 invested went to
pay employes of the policy king, to pay
the police for permitting him to run
and for his personal profit or roundly
$1,000,000 a year.

Odd Fellowship
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The Union
Market
tOT

West Gold Avsnus.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

W. S.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President
8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier

geo. arnot.
w. a. maxwell
blackwell
depository for atchison, topeka a santa fe railway
wm.

solomon luna

Mcintosh

j. c. baldridge

a.

m.

ceotxxtcttfupm

J.

M. riOORE
C

ESTABLISHED 1881.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

WM. GOETTING ft CO., Proprietors.
JEMEZ A SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
All kinds of Fresh Irreats handled.
Carries tne U. s. man; only line with Sausage
making a specialty.
good
rigs,
a change of stock en route;
borses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
que every day In the week, except
J.
Sunday, at 6 a. m. For particulars
Dealer In
address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
THE AMERICAN GIRL.
Albuquerque, or J. i.. BLOCK, pro
Of course all of us have known it prietor, Jemez, N. M.
o
all the time, but this Is what an EngOrnery People at Las Vegas.
AVENUE
lish nobleman, who has Just returned
According to the Optic there are 206 WEST rtAILROAD
ABSTRACTS OF TITLB TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL ESALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
from a visit in this country, says of some very mean, dirty people at Las
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
the American girl:
Vegas. That paper Bays: There are
YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
INSURE
city
ornery
be
to
people in the
"The American woman is the mo6t some
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES AIS)
glorious production of the American sure. Imagine the feelings of those
Successor to Balling Bros.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS)
civilization. No means are spared to who had labored on an alley In the
city until It was as clean as could be Wedding :Oake
: Specialty
perfect the American girl's education,
AND
a
wished, to find a few hours later
Wo desire patronage, and wo
no money lacking to purchase suitable choice assortment of bottles, rags, tin
first-class
baking.
guarantee
adornment for ber person. Is It to cans and such like littering the place,
207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
be wondered at when she comes over One of the ladies declared that for
MANAGER OF
here and takes her place like one of the first time In her life she felt like
the manor born among the fairest swearing.
flowers of our old aristocracy?
A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement
"It Is not necessary for an AmeriRobt. J. Miller, proprietor of the
Next Door to First National Bank.
can woman to marry a title to be re- Read house drug store of Chattanooga,
Now Telsphone ttt,
ceived among the aristocracy abroad. ienn., writes: "There is more merit
any
In
Honey
Foley's
In
Tar
and
than
Her grace, her charm, her independence, her perfect poise and assurance other cough syrup. The calls for It
multiply wonderfully and we sell more
will open any door to her, and I think of it than all other cough syrups com- 1IJVS West Railroad Avenue.
that she is beginning to realize this. gined." Alvarado Pharmacy.
A duke or a prince may be proud to
For over Sixty Years. ,
have an American girl for his wife,
Old Phone 69
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
New Phone 152.
J
An old and well tried remedy.
but It were better could he feel always
Residence, New Phone S6S.
Soothing Syrup has
Wlnslow'a
Mrs.
that he had won her because he was a been used for over sixty years by milIron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; 8hartlngs, Pulleys,
man and she loved him than because lions of mothers for their children
...J. W. EDWARDS,.,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
he was a nobleman."
while teething with perfect success.
The Veteran
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK
It soothes the child, koftens the gums,
PROFITS OF POLICY.
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Embalmer...
and
..Undertaker
When Al Adams, the New York lot- Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Ia
18 Years Actual Experience
tery king, was arrested his books pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugLicense No. 100 by the State
every
part
gists
In
world.
of
the
showed that the business of bis conof Health of Kansas.
Board
yalue
Twenty-flva
Its
bottle.
cent?
cern amounted to about $2,000,000 a
Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask lor
Office
and Parlors
year In a certain area on the west side
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
of Manhattan island, which was exclu take no other kind.
307 W. RAILROAD AVENiit
Open Day and Night
sively his territory under the divisf fv
Electrical Works.
If
ion of the policy game agreed upon by
w
. "
V m. M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
tesvuaM9
the policy association and tho authoriSecond street, contractor and dealer
Oct
Your
ties. His business in the whole of the in all kinds of electrical appliances.
greater city Is estimated at about
t
Electric door bells, chandallers and
Siancr Sill
a year.
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
J
4
Made it
and motors, and special wiring. Auto
Of this prodigious
sum
Went to "writers" for salary, light, matic 'phone 401.
heat, etc.;
for expenses of
Call at Court House.
administration, which included payA penalty of 25 per cent will be addWILLIAM
d
went ed to all property returns not made
ments to the police, and
GEORGE F. AL
to Adams for profits and for the pay- fore May 1.
ment of prizes. The amounts paid in BRIGHT, Assessor.
GLEASNER
prizes are calculated to have been
1
The Citizen 15 cents per week.
t
M
from $300,000 to $400,000 a year, leav- PROFESIONAL CARD3
THE TAILOR
. .
C
DENTISTS.
ls'

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY
:a

'

JOE RICHARDS,

Albuquerque Abstract Company

CIGARS

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

e

Boll or Mills a d Elevator

one-thir-

one-thir-

d

d

one-thir-

.--

W. V. Wolvin, D. D.

"

6,

216

Dental Surseon Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phones.
Ellis MacDougall,

Health
BV THE USE OP

Dr. Pierce's

ftvoffle
Prescription
Mr. H. A. Alshrook. of Austin. Lonoke
Co., Ark . writes
"After hv mouths of
greet nuftrririK with female wraknrse I
write tin
the txrnrfit of other eurJrrers
1 doctored
from the wine aftli.-tiowith
our family physician without auy Rood result, so my hu.rwnd urtrd me to try Dr.
Fierce's medicines
which I did. with
wonderful results. I am completely cured.
I took four
Fierce' Favorite
lr.
Prescription, (our of hi 'Golden Medical
Discovery' aud IwovuU of Ins ' fleas al
Pellet '

fr

illleof

The Common Sense Medical Adviser, lot Urge pages in paper
on receipt of 21
covert, is sent
one-cextitriipa to pay expense of
mailing oulv. Aildrt-sDr. fierce.
Iltiffalo, N. Y.

fttt

s

Stati
St.

,.Aj;&

fp"

--

DfS EarlylittleRisers
pills.
The famous

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
THE JOHN BEOKEK OO , Props.

BELEN, N. M

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Office hours, l:M

Railroad avenue.
M
a,, mn
12:80
to
Telephone
man.

d. m.: 1:80 o. m.

4&S.

Appointments

loll.
made

LAWYER8.
Bernard C. Rodey

Albuquerque.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

by

N

M. Prompt attention given to all business
to the profession. Will
rertalnlng courts
of the territory and be
fore the United States land office.
Ira M. Bond
,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW42 F street N. W.,
Washington. D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent.
trade mark,, claims.
William D. Lee
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

T. Armljo building.

Office, room T. N
Will practice In all

tne courts or tne territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

Albuquerque,

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

N.

First National Bank building.
Frank W. Clancy
.
ATTONET-AT-LAWrooms I and I, N.

Cheap California Trip

E. W. Dohson

In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

M. Office.

T. Armljo building, Albuquerque,

N. M.

Offloe, Cromwell
Dioes, Albuquerque, N. M.

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

John H. Stingle
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Inquire of Iocs! asent

Cromwell block

PHY8ICIAN8.
Di. J. E. Bronson

x--

Aiboacrsoc;

N. T. Armljo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
mail. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
'phone 62.

Perfect

SCC01S

8.

D. D.

1- -2

Homeopathlo Physician,
Whiting Block
Room IT,

To
Los An&reles,

San Francisco

Santa Fe

You will

like the

Service
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Railroad Topics
THE NORTHEASTERN.
It it

Doing a Good Business Through
New Mexico.

The El Paso ft Northeastern has an
Immense traffic coming In coal and
coke, besides other local Lus'ness and
through freight routed from Mexico,
California and Arizona, and from the
Rock Island and its feeders, says the
Alamogordo News. By the opening of
the fall season In October the company will have all of its engines back
into service, better than ever, and a
number of engines ordered many
months ago will be here. The only
trouble the road now has Is due to
lack of engines for the big business
at Us disposal, but more and more Is
being handled as the overhauled
equipment is brought back Into service, that was put out of business in
the winter. The coal output from Cap-itale considerable, but the Dawson
mines are making the railway hustle
to get the product out of the way. Last
Wednesday, for instance, the road
cars of coal and
handled thirty-fou- r
five of coke and Thursday the same
quantity was moved. The company
has a fine market for all It can produce of loth coal and coke at an excellent price, the coal being the best
In the territory and the coke unexcelled for smelter use. The lumber
shipments are growing and the general local traffic increasing. In the
fall the Santa Fe Central ought to be
adding to the business of the El Paso
& Northeastern If successful in getting
any freight shipped for Albuquerque
and Santa Fe markets, or from Colo-roafor El Paso, over a north and
south route in competition with the
Santa Fe. By the opening of winter
line to
the Rock
will be finished and a volume
of business will l added, from Memphis, Little Rock, Oklahoma and Texas
to California via the Santa Rosa connection, coming via Alamogordo. President Eddy and General Manager Martin see what a big traffic is assured
and are making every possible preparation to be equal to it.
n

d

Island-Chocta-

Pneumonia la Robbed of Its Terrors
by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
the racking cough and heals and
strengthens the lungs. If taken In time
It will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
Alvarado PharRefuse substitutes.
macy.
o

Destructive Fire In Santa Fe Railway
Yard at Doming.
A fire took place at Demlng in the
yards of the Santa Fe at 11 o'clock
Monday morning. As a result, the coal
chute is In ruins and a car of coal and
more than forty tons of fuel have been
consumed. The loss is quite heavy,
but the exact figures cannot be secured
at this time. The fire was very fierce
and it was with the greatest difficulty
that the flames were kept from spreading to the adjoining property. A spark
from an engine caused the blaze.
For liver troubles and constipation
There's nothing better In creation
Than Little Early Risers, the famous
little pills
They always effect a cure and save
doctor bills.
Little Early Risers are different
from all other pills. They do not weaken the system, but act as a tonic to the
tissues by arousing the secretions and
restoring the liver to the full performance of its functions naturally. B. H.
Briggs ft Co.; 8. Vann ft Son.

When he fell his side struck against
the end of a railroad tie with such
force as to crush In his ribs so that
they penetrated his lungs, causing Internal hemorrhage.
Deceased was a bright and promis
ing young man, and his parents are
heartbroken over his untimely death.
The railroad company was In no way
to blame and no inquest will be held.
The funeral occurred from the Cath- one church at 10:30 this morning and
was largely attended. Trinidad Advertiser.
Due Notice Is Served.
Due notice Is hereby served on the
public generally that DeWltt a Witch

Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
made from the pure,
market that
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWltt's
Witch Hazel Salve has cured thou
sands of cases of piles that would not
yield to any other treatment, and this
fact has brought out many worthless
counterfeits. Those persons who get
the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Salve are never disappointed, because
it cures. B. H. Briggs ft Co,; S. Vann
ft feon.
o

Era of Railway Strikes Is Approaching
An End.
"In my opinion the day of railroad
strikes is about over. This Is because
general managers are more reasonable, and because the men In the labor
organizations
conduct
themselves
more conservatively. We find the offi
cials of railway companies exceedingly
fair throughout the country. I do not
gay this to pat them on the back, but
because I believe it is true."
F. T. Hawley, of Buffalo, grand mas
ter of the Switchmen's Union of North
America, spoke these words as he was
about to depart from Denver for Kansas City, Bays the Denver Republican.
Mr. Hawley arrived In this city Saturday night, and spent Sunday In Cheyenne, returning here yesterday. He
said he was not in Denver on official
business.
"I do not think the
labor troubles on the 1st of May will
materialize as people expect," said he.
"Many of the building trades have arranged for arbitration, and I believe
the employers will arbitrate rather
than run the risk of losses during a
strike. In any event, I do not believe
railroad men will take any hand In the
trouble. I know the Switchmen's un
ion will not. We do not believe in sympathetic strikes. We adjust all our
difficulties by peace methods and argument. Of course, we reserve the
right to strike, as any organization
does. It would be a poor one that
would not strike as a last resort. But
there is not a man In our organization
who does not deplore strikes.
"All is now at peace in our union all
over the United States. The growth
of the organization has been phenomenal. I never knew of a labor organization to increase so fast. We have
now 19,000 members, and we expect to
go into our convention at Indianapolis
in May with 20,000."
much-heralde-

d

the Grave.
startling incident la narrated
Robbed

A

by

John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
"I was In an awful condition. My skin
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, ton
gue coated, pain continually in back
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
day by day. Three physicians had
given me up. Then I was advised to
use Electric Bitters; to my great joy,
the first bottle made a decided Improvement. I continued their use for
three weeks, and am now a well man.
Succumbed to Injuries.
I know they robbed the grave of anThe injuries received by Joseph
other victim." No one should fail to
while attempting to board the try them. Only 50 cents, guaranteed,
Santa Fe water train Saturday after at all druggists.
o
noon, proved fatal. The accident hap
Hospitals on the Trains.
pened at 1 o'clock and three hours
The number of railroad accidents
later the Italian boy passed away at and the appalling list of fatalities In
the hospital.
the first two or three months of the
At first it was thought that the vie present year have stirred- - public sentitim's skull was fractured, but a closer ment, and aroused railway officials to
examination proved otherwise. The the necessity of adopting some means
sralp was partly torn off, however. toward checking the frequency of
"Let the COLD DUST twins do your work." these disasters, as well as providing a
better system of taking care of the Injured. Several of the eastern roads
are equipping their trains with a complete hospital service. This has been
done In a degree by the Southern Pacific and may be followed up by a complete service in the near future. With
regard to the way in which one eastern road has provided for emergency,
a dispatch has the following:
"The Erie railroad company, besides
Whether it is delicate lace cur having beds at the call of the railroad
tains or heavy blankets and quilts at hospitals in various cities along its
route, has a private hospital car, which
that need washing,
is supplied with cots, surgical instruetc.,
ments, bandages, antiseptics,
while there is always a good supply
will thoroughly clean them without of hot water and an attendant who is
injury. Use hard water if you must, a skilled nurse, who Is always in the
car. If word of an accident Is received
but use nothing but GOLD DUST to
the car is sent either with the wreck
soften it there's nothing so good ing train or by special engine to the
or 60 economical.
scene. A message Is sent to the surMAdA MUy by
geon in charge of the district where
THE N. K. F AIRE AN K COMPANY the accident occurred and he meets
Mew York,
Bostoa, St. Louu.
Clucaca,
the hospital car."
kUkera of FAIR! SOAP.
Sa-lit- o

GOLD DUST

NOTES.

William Daze, road foreman of engines for the Santa Fe, was an Albu
querque visitor yesterday.
Fireman Horn let t was taken out to
the Las Vegas hospital suffering with
severe Injuries which he received by
jumping off of an engine.
General Manager W. 8. Hopewell, of
the Santa Fe Central railway, left for
uenver on business for the road. He
will be absent several days.
Fireman Roland Hill, who was so
badly burned by the explosion of an
oil can at the Southern Pacific depot.
El Paso, a few nights ago, was reported Monday as doing nicely. It Is now
thought he will recover.
W. j. Stackburger, a bridge builder
employed at the Santa Fe stock yards.
El Paso, was quite seriously Injured
while at work. He was engaged In un
loading some piling when some of It
fell down, catching him underneath It.
Dr. W. N. Vilas was summoned and
the Injured man given medical attention. It was found that he was badly
bruised about the groin, but not fatally
hurt.
George T. Nicholson, general passenger traffic manager for the Santa
Fe, who Is piloting some fifteen or
twenty passenger agents on a tour of
the northwest and west, will probably
return east by southern route and
make a short visit to Albuquerque.
The party left Chicago alout a month
ago going to Portland and Seattle over
the Northern Pacific. They have
toured the coast, stopping at all Important cities and are now In southern
California. Mr. Nicholson Is the only
member of the party who has ever
visited the Duke City, and it Is very
likely that they will spend at least a
day here.
A car load of gallopers, fast ones
that have been wintering on the coast,
passed through the city last night en
route to St. Louis. The most promi
nent horses of the bunch were Vlrgle
D'or, Dlngley Bell, Muffoon, Mike Rice,
Phil Archibald and Milas. They are
the property of Dave Waldo, Joe McDowell and W. M. Rogers and were In
charge of Jockles Farrer and Benson.
Dr. Matthew Gardner died In San
Francisco Saturday, while being operated on for appendicitis. Dr. Gardner
was the head of the hospital service of
the Southern Pacific, and was known
by every employe of the railroad who
had ever been sick enough to be sent
to the general hospital at San Francisco. Most of the employes of the
road feel a personal loss in his death.
.

Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time
affords security from all kidney and
bladder diseases.' Alvarado Pharmacy.
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ably aromatic It is received'tlirouch the
nostrils, eieauncB u.i uuui ma wnoie surface over which it difWi ltmlf. Drnggiits
l,y
sell the 50c size I Trial
io
cents. Test it and you are lure to continue
the treatment.

..Albuquerque's Largest Gtore.

ie
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Announcement.

vhn 1M n.rt i al
liquid
to the use of atomizers in
into the nana! pawinges fur titarrhtti troiu
prepare
proprietors
Cream Balui in
bit, the
ftAnnniiniMlftta thlMe

Women's Waoh Quiti

SPECIAL

liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Liquid Cream Bnltn. Price inclnding the
spraying tube is 75cent. Druggists or by

Shirt

icinal properties of the solid preparation.

Waist
Values

TtSltHUAI

O

Dnot

(

BALL.

H

E

3
7

5
7

5
0

Batteries: Kitson and

R
4

6

Buelow;

dozen of Ladies' Madras

Waists

VJash Dresses

regular

colored

$1.50 waists for

MADE IN GINGHAM, PERCALES AND CALICOES ALL MADE NICE-LAND TRIMMED NEATLY WITH EMBROIDERY AND LACE ALL.
AGES FROM TWO YEARS TO FOURTEEN YEARS PRICES RANGE

35c to 01.75 each

dozen of Ladies' Gingham
Waists fully worth $1.00
this week
5

Philadelphia
Wolfe and O'Connor;
Batteries:
Waddell and Schreck.
At Detroit
Detroit
Chicago

VJe Start

H E
8
10

1

Pat

New York

H E

7
12

15
15

$2.50to

P2.50to

&5.00

05C tO

S7.50

3

S2.00

3

Batteries: Whlterldge and Zimmer;

Taylor. Cronin, McGinnity and
nehan.

Fine Sheer Colored
Fine Sheer White
fine 8 hear white
Lawn WaiBts a big Lawu Waists dalntly Lawn Waists models
range of styles the trimmed
"Geisha" of perfection in regard
"Geisha" make
make and styles
to make, fit, etc., from

dozen Gingham Waists-g- ood
colorings fully worth
75c this week
10

National League.
R H E
At St. Louis
4
7
0
St. Louis
8
2
5
Pittsburg
Batteries: McFarland and Weaver;
Doheny and Smith.
R

the Second VJeelt

OF OUR SHIRT WAIST SALE WITH DOZENS OF NEW NOVELTIE8
JUST RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR THE FIRST WEEK'S SELLING-GREA-TER
VALUE8 THAN EVER.

3

terson and McFarland.

At New York
Philadelphia

Childrens

Ready-to-VJe- ar
10

R H E
At Washington
4
2
9
Washington
11 13
2
Boston
Batteries: Lee, Townsend, Clarke,
and Drill; Young and Criger.
R

$6.75 and Q8.50 suits

rOR THIB WEBK

American League.
R H E
At Cleveland
6 13
5
Cleveland
1
3 11
St. Louis
Batteries: Joss and Bemia; Powell
and Kahoe.

At Philadelphia
New York

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER THIS SEASON WE ARB SHOWING
SOME fc.KY PRETTY MODELS MADE IN WHITE AND COLORED
MADRAS CLOTHS TWO SPECIAL MODELS.
WE WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO OUR

Bres-

IB. OLfFlELlS) &

-

R H E
At Brcoklyn
0
8
2
Brooklyn
4
0
5
Boston
Batteries: Evans, VIckers and Jack- litsch; Plttlnger and Klttredge.
R H E
At Cincinnati
3
9 11
Cincinnati
2
4
8
Chicago
Batteries: Ewlng and Bergen; Lund- gren and Kling.

Western League
R H E
At Kansas City
4
3 10
HOTEL ARRIVAL3.
Kansas City
2
14 15
Peoria
Alvarado.
Batteries: 8mith, Cable and MeBsltf,
F. L. Flske, S. M. Shattuc, C. P. Olmstead and Wilson.
Chandler, Denver; David Goldbaum,
Cincinnati, Ohio; J. 8. McDonnell, W.
R H K
At St. Joseph
7
2
5
G. Shadrack, Walker, Ariz.; Mrs. HerMilwaukee
4
1
6
bert Spencer, Pueblo; W. C. Phillips, StJoseoh
La Junta; W. L. Cunningham, St.
Batteries: Kenna and Lucia; Gar
Louis; Mr. Jayrer. Santa Fe; C. H. vin and Glade.
Adams, Leo D. Ponedel, Williams,
R H E
At Colorado Springs
Ariz.; A. Werthermber, Philadelphia;
0
12 18
Gray Warner, St. Louis; A. L. Sump- Colorado Springs
3
7
3
tion, F. M. Evans, Los Angeles; Anna Des Moines
Starnagle;
McNelly
and
Batteries:
M.
City;
B. Ashenfelter, Silver
James
Leszynsky, New York; Mrs. C. C. Hat- Morrison and Marshall.
field, Mrs. James Broden, IndianapAt Denver
olis; Mrs. A. F. Andrade, Mexico City;
Denver-Omah- a
game postponed on
I. N. Tookes, W. A. McGrew, Denver;
R. C. Porter, Pittsburg; F. T. Wood-ard- , account of rain.
Trinidad; John P. Poe, Jr., BaltiAmerican Association.
more; Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Green,
At Kansas Cit- y7
George G. Green, Jr., W. D. Rocke- Kansas City
8
feller, Franklyn J. Tower, Wallls W. St. Paul
Fisher, Pasadena, Cal.; Thomas E.
Layden, Topeka; R. R. Richardson,
At Indianapolis
4
Indianapolis
Hamilton, Ohio.
3
Columbus
Sturges' European.
C. F. Spader, Jemez; L. C. Leonard,
At Milwaukee
W. E. Lore, W. Penberthy, Chicago; Milwaukee
6
M. Baca, L. Ieyrea, Pena Blanca; A. Minneapolis
1
Mclntyre, Santa Fe Fe; A. Mennet,
l as Vegas; O. P. Hovey, Sandoval, N.
At Louisville
M.; W. S. Walker, St. Louis; A. A. Louisville
13
6
Beattie, Central City, Colo.; C. Bane, Toledo
Kansas City; D. B. Murphy, San FranA Great Sensation.
cisco; W. L. Wallace, Los Angeles.
There was a big sensation in Lees-vllle- ,
Hotel Highland.
Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
J. H. Ing, El Paso; William Wright, place, who was expected to die, had
Vegas; L. A. Falres, El Paso.
his life saved by Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. He wrltea:
Grand Central.
"I endured insufferable agonies from
Bro. Janws, Bernalillo; Mrs. T. W. asthma, but your New Discovery gave
Baker, C. F. O'Rourke, New York.
me immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." SimiDavy Crockett
lar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
There are two plays, not only In the bronchitis and grip are numerous.
past, but In the present generation.
the peerless remedy for all throat
that have endeared themselves to the' It's
lung troubles. Price, 60c and II.
ao4
loving
public.
hearts of the amusement
by all druggists. Trial
Cuaranteed
One of these Is "Rip Van Winkle,"
bottles free.
Immortalized by the great Jefferson;
the other is "Davy Crockett," made The Chicago Restaurant and Short
by
famous
the late lamented
Order House.
The latter play is
Frank Mayo.
Meals and short orders at all hours
probably more truly American than of the day. Boarding by the week at
any other drama ever presented In th!s reduced rates. Remember the place
country.
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
The romantic actor, Mr. Ed Red market and French bakery.
monds, has been pronounced by the
Mesa Rsort
public, the pulpit and the critics of
Three miles from town, just north
our leading papers of the United
States,, to be the only fit successor of of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
and back every day. Tent room with
Mr. Mayo In this role.
It Is a pleasure, therefore, to an best of water or board and lodging;
nounce the appearance of Mr. Red terms reasonable. For particulars Inmond at the opera bouse on Wednes quire this office.
day. April 29.
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
We trust the patrons of our theater
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
will take advantage oi this opportun
of box calf or vlct kid. at $2.60.
Ity to see this sterling actor, supported 8lmon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
by his own company, in a scenic proFresn Cut Flowers,
duction which has eclipsed all previous efforts in the presentation of this
IVES, THE FLORIST.
truly great American play.
"Grand Canyon illuminated Mounts
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys "Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
and bladder right. Don't delay taking. Santa Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
Alvarado Pharmacy.
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent,

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-300-- 310

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
Ban Francisco and return

$55.00
35.00

Lot Angeles or Redondo

..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during months
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limit November 30, 1903.
8topovers within limit of ticket south
and west of Barstow.

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East San Pedro
35.00
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

For further information call

F. L.Myers,

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
Is now on display. Prices range from
$10

at ticket office

Subscribe for The Citizen.

to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L. Douglaa shoes first spring
shipment has arrived many new
styles In patent vlct, vlcl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
8TERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

The North Pole Saloon

TIME TABLE
,

CHA8 L. KEPPELER, Proeriessn
213 South Cecond Street.

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

No. 1, California Express

....

7 : 16 p.m.

7,Mex.
Cal. Express.. 10: 06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. .. .10:40
LEA VIS GOING NORTH.
No. S, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
no. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:10
ARR1VE8 FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p mARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
No. $, Chicago Express
6:46p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... S: 15 p.m.
No. 8, California Limited.... 11 :00 a.m.
No. 7,Mex. k. Cal. Express.. 10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
V. ta. MTER8. Agent
a--

Denver & Rio Grande System
SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April

East Bound

West Bound

No. 428
9:00 ainiLv... Santa Fe...Ar
11:00 am
Espanola...
1:06 pm
Embudo . .

No. 426

6:20 pm
3:00 pm
1:06 pm
110:06 am
3:40 pm. . .Tres Piedras
6:36 pm
7:86 am
Antonlto ..
8:60 pmj
6:10 am
Alamosa ..
8:05 ami
Pueblo ...
1:37 am
7:16 am Ar... Denver . ..Lv 9:30 pm

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
(
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Spring!
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points in the San Luis
valley.
At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west including Leadvllle and narrow gauge points between Salida and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further Information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
In standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can have berths reserved on application
B. W. ROBBIN8. Gen. Agt.
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, a- P. A., Denver, Colo.
-

.....

Q.

-

Badaracco
Dealer la

Qeneral Herchandlse ana
pa
Liquors
-

1, 1903.)

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Sole Agents for Lamp's Standard

la Knot!?NovamBr
ISO.
No.

Railroad Time Tables

N. M.

Proprietor of the Summer

the City.

.....

o4esKe404i
CLAIRE...
HOTEL

SANTA FE, N.

t

PLAN- -

2

311

FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

The oest or liquors servea to
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

Th flflAat IfflA nff Llnuara mnA f.lmmr m.
All patrons and friends cordially lnvlw

ea to visit -- me iceoerg.
Lane
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

f

svce0eeeeOS0ei
A. E.

THE8outrARCADE
First Street.

W.

GEO. E. ELLIS,
proprietor and Owner.

ft

Corner of Third and Tijeraa
Albuquerque
New Mexie

The ICEBERG
lit Railroad Avenue.

M

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
AND
SATHS
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

arde

All Kinds of Country Produce BomgWI
and Bold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts at

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Assoclatloa
Office at J. O. Baldrldf e's Lumber Tars'

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLE8ALE

LIQUORS

CIGARS

ur

We uandle everything
lime
Distillers Ageata
Special distributors Taylor ft WlUUsasj
Louisville, Kentucky.
111 ft.

First St,

AlbuqueroM, N.

1

HIE ALHUQUKUQli h UAlLV CITIZEN WEl)NKSLA
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y
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statehood tableau platform at the AlCAUSES UGLY TALK.
DISTRICT COURT.
varado and the north front of the big
hotel, said Mr. Hopkins, would be
looked after hy Simon 8tern.
(Concluded from page one.)
he of Rough Rid- The Alfredo Sandoval Case Before
President Roosevelt Will See a Big Capt W.willK. Dame,charge
er fame,
of the miliONkX NIGHT ONLY
have
this morning, where their parents, who
tary escort to the president. As statJudge Baker,
Section of the City.
are
Influential
people,
reside.
ed In The Citizen, the military escort,
selected from the Fourteenth cavalry
Later. and constituting forty men all told,
It is learned this afternoon that
RULED AGAINST SANDOVAL.
EVERYBODY SHOULD DECORATE.
left Fort Wlnate the other day anJ
United States Marshal Foraker, under
will reach this city, barring unforseen
whom Leatherman acted as deputy
delays,
on Sunday morning.
They
The cate of the territory vs. Sheriff marshal, wired Leatherman at Las
All residents and business men
will go Into camp on the vacant lots on Alfredo M. Sandoval of Sandoval
along the Roosevelt line" of march
eeas regarding his scaly tiansactions
on May 6 are requested to decor- - X North First street, opposite the brew- county was continued before Judge asking if he Intends to make good the
ery.
Captala
mornDame was selected to Baker In the district court this
ate. The line Is as follows:
people who purchased tiekets in his
X
Start at Alvarado hotel, cor- - X see that the viBitlng soldier boys are ing. This case Is a quo warranto pro- rorse ranle scheme, leatherman,
ceeding against the sheriff, claiming fearing arrest, wired back that he
ner of First Hreet and Gold ave- - X entertained while guests of the city.
Colonel Borradaile, whose military that at the time he was appointed by
Si nue; west on Gold avenue to Sec- - X
says
Ski ond
knowledge Is known to everybody here' the county commissioners he was not would "make aood." Mr. Wolff
street; north on Second
In good faith In purchasing
he
acted
X street to Fruit avenue; west on X abouts, was selected as marshal of the of lawful age, and he did not own $500 the horse
and buggy from Leatherman
X Fruit avenue to Fourth street; X day, and he will put the parade worth of real estate, which the law
and to bind the bargain he paid him
X north of Fourth Btreet to New X through on doable quick time.
orders under the statutes.
(leatherman) forfeit money, paying
X York avenue; west on New York X
It was decided that the president of
The defendant Bide of the case was
X avenue to Sixth street; south on X the Commercial club present the Nava- commenced yesterday afternoon and him the balance yesterday. It Is also
X Sixth street to Copper avenue; X jo horse blanket, now In course of continued all of this forenoon. Coun- understood that Leatherman took from
3k west
on Conner avenue
weaving at the Harvey curio and mu ty Commissioner Gutierrez of Sando- the United States marsnal's office a
tn
SS
Twelfth street; north on Twelfth Xj,eu'D now, to President Roopevelt, as val county and Messrs. Armljo, Sando Winchester rifle, which did not belong
MR. EDW. REDMOND
3 street to Tljeras aveuuej east on X the blanket represents honorary mem-Sval, Romero and Cordova, all of San- - to him.
Suported by his excellent
Tljeras avenue to Eighth street; X bersh!p In the club. The unique blan- - doval, were witnesses for the defendcompany In the
Sweep.
a
Makes
Clean
south on Eighth street to Rail-3- X ket Idea is an original one, and for It ant. All of ihelr evidence was given
IDYL
OF
THE BACKWOODS
thing
a
doing
nothing
There's
like
road avenue; east on Railroad X credit Is due Jvdge Baker.
In hopes to show that the sheriff was
you
thoroughly.
ever
Of
all
salves
the
X avenue to Second street; south X
After talking over minor matters the owner of a tract of land that was
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the
X on Second street to Silver ave- - X the committees adjourned, and the last valued at $500.
sweeps away and cures burns,
best.
X nue; west on Silver avenue to X regular meeting of the committee will
The land In which the sheriff claims sores, It
bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin
3S Third
street; south on Third X be held at the club Saturday nlftht, at ownership and Is worth $500 Is known
"Every Scene Carried Complete,
X street to Atlantic avenue; east X which time final reports of all details as a "Spanish suorte," and is only a eruptions and piles. It's only 26c, and
Including a Den of Live Wolves."
X on Atlantic avenue to Second X as to the Roosevelt reception will be few yards wile and seventeen miles guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
X street; north on Second street to X made, so that no hitch may occur In In length. All of the testimony of the druggists.
Reserved Your 8eata at Matson's
X the viaduct; cross the viaduct to X the presidential proceedings on the af- respondent's witnesses was Introduced
Importance of fresh air to the sick
X Broadway; north on Broadway to X ternoon of Tuesday, May 5.
to show that he was the owner and the is told about In "Care of Invalids," IsX Gold avenue; east on Gold ave- - X
land and worth $500, but some of the sued by the medical department of
X nue to Walter street; north on X
Girls and Decoration.
testimony was weakened on
The Mutual Life Insurance company
X Walter street to Carroll avenue; X
Dwlght Wheeler secured the conThe defense rested just of New York,
and sent on request to
X west on Carroll avenue to Edith X tract to erect the platform for the before dinner.
The territory then
X Btreet; south on Edith street to X statehood tableau, and hag put it In moved the court to enter Judgment for those who address the Home Offlee of
In honor of tho vlmlt of
X Railroad avenue; west on Rall-- X position Just inside of the Alvarado the reason that the defense had failed the company, Nassau, Cedar, William
fromldont Roomovolt
road avenue to Arno street; south X hotel grounds at the north side gate. to prove ownership to the property, and Liberty streets, New York city.
o
X on Arno street to Coal avenue; X This part of Roosevelt reception, as and, even if ownership was proved,
"I had a running. Itching sore on my
X recross the viaduct to Second X previously stated in these columns, will that the value of same was not $500.
MA Y
and 9.
X Btreet; north on Second street to X be made under personal supervision The case Is on this afternoon, and leg. Suffered tortures. Doan's Ointnights
of mTloetrl-c- al
four
X Gold avenue; west on Gold ave-- X of Simon Stern, but In order to make the question is down to this: Does he ment took away the burning and itchRmrmdm. A matnl-Hoo- nt
pering
instantly,
moving
quickly
and
effected
nue to Commercial club; north X the tableau a grand success a number own the property in question, and is it
soono.trmnlor
Orand
motionpmrado.
X on Fourth street to Railroad ave-- X of little girls are wanted. These little worth $500? If he does not own it, manent cure." C. W. I.enhart, Bowltlorml
Ohlnoso
pmgomnt.
ing
Ohio.
Green,
nue; east on Railroad avenue to X ladies are requested to present them- out he goes; if he does own it and It
X
Excursion Rate on
X the depot and disband
selves at the store of Mr. Stern as is worth $500, he holds the office.
Your Money's Worth.
all Railroad.
X The arrangements now are for X soon as possible,
leaving their names
We make no extra charge on our
X the president, en route on the pa- - X
Against
Sandoval.
Ruled
signifying their intention to take
by
X rade, to stop five minutes each at X and
A telephone message, received at spring suits because they are made
part In the tableau. The little misses
any
You
pay
particular
the
firm.
for
X the residence of Hon. B. S. Ro- - X will
all be d rested in pure white, and, 4 o'clock from the court house, gives goods only, not for any particular
Just received a large assortment of
S dey
delegate to congress; at the X
the information that the court render- brand. But we guarantee every suit art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
planned,
some
as
be
will
tableau
the
X Commercial club, and at the Cen- X thing
beautiful. The platform will be ed Its decision against Sandoval, oust- and will replace any unsatisfactory Grant building.
X tral school building in south X appropriately
of sheriff of garment
o
decorated; likewise the ing him from the office governor
free of charge.
X Third street. At the school he X
will
The
Sandoval county.
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
Alvarado,
which
of
at
north
front
the
STERN,
SIMON
X
a
to
short
asked
make
X will be
now appoint a sheriff to fill the vaEaster, 1903. Simon Stern, the RailThe Railroad Avenue Clothier.
X talk to the children there assem- - X place President Roosevelt will deliver cancy occasioned by the court's rulroad Avenue Clothier.
a
address.
short
X bled; at the other two stops there X
E Sedgwick creamery butter, best
It is quite evident that on the long ing.
X
X will be handshaking.
Look Into Kleinwort's - market on
of march a majority of the people
made. SAN JOSE MARKET.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX line
Postponed.
North
Third street. He has the nicest
Case
will decorate their business places
'resh meats in the city.
The quo warranto case against
FLAGSil
a
FLAGSI
also
It
fact
homes,
is
and
and
o
ROOSEVELT RECEPTION.
Messrs. Gutierrez and Sanchez, counthat everything will be cleaned and ty commissioners of Bernalillo county, For the President Roosevelt reception.
We are headquarters for lace curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
8hort Paragraphs of Interest About made to look as nice as possible. Red, set for today, was postponed until Sat- See S. E. Newcomer, next to the
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Coming of the President.
white and blue bunting and Old Glory urday, May 2.
Hon. James S. Duncan, of Las Vegas in all sizes will be found In many
ia at the head of a scheme to run a places throughout the city on Tuesday,
MOUNTAIN CLIMBER.
special train to Santa Fe on the day May B.
on
8econd
South
resort
Club"
"The
capthe president visits the territorial
ital. The New Mexican says: "Hon. street put up their dectrations this
FREE MUSEUM
(Concluded from page one.)
James S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, who Is morning, and others on this popular
1859
ESTABLISHED
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
visiting the capital today, states that street will follow suit. It Is true that way, and a scientific assistant. Presicity
In
will
be
the
Roosevelt
President
San
Francisco Street,
arrangements are being completed
dent W. G. Tight, of the University of
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
whereby a special train will be run only a short time, but let '8 show him New Mexico, who has agreed to ac
N. M.
from the Meadow City to the capital true western hospitality and, of course, company me. He was recommended
on May 5 next for ne accommodation let's put on some airs in our acting.
by the geological survey in Washing
i
and Retail Dealer In
Wholesale
"'
The big arch for the corner of Sec ton as the best possible man for the
of citizens of the former town and
AND
INDIAN
avenue
has
Railroad
and
auch others residing along the line as ond street
expedition, and all around scientific
MEXICAN CURIOS
may wish to visit Santa Fe on Roose- been completed by the Phoenix Plan- man and a photographer. I propose to
and will be put up
The largest and best stock of
velt reception day. The matter of ing Mill company,
make observations geographical, geo
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Potrunning a special train to Santa Fe In plenty of time to give the decorat- logical and meteorological, to make
tery, Etc., in the country.
bad oeen virtually abandoned until ors, B. Frank Fillmore, an opportunity barometers, aneroids, and other scienMexican Drawn Work a SpecMr. Duncan reached home on Satur- to display his talents. The inscription tific Instruments,
special
cameras,
ialty.
day and stirred It again into activity on the arch will be "Roosevelt 1904
to
provisions,
equipment
tents,
rifles,
Some have Intimated
Don't fail to call and see us
His efforts were successful and on Statehood."
experiment with bags of oxygen and
..
yeBterday the sum of $500 to pay for that the figures "1904" Indicate poli- Japanese stoves, etc. I shall have ex
when in the city.
-,
-la.yet
imimiMfcaiii
.a.
not as
atinn U iViit
the train was guaranteed to the Santa tics, as the president has committees
traordinary
shoes with three thick
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Fe Railway company and Division Su been nominated, but as the
uppers,
wear
nesses of leather on the
com
are
In
reception
charge
of
the
perlntendent F. J. Easley Immediately
three pairs of stockings, as one of
took the matter up with General Pas posed of both republicans and demo Conway's guides froze his feet so they
senger Agent W. J. Black at Topeka crats and there seems to be no objec
black with a little less protec
The following subscribed to the fund: tlon from thegomembers. The Citizen turned
I expect the oxygen to help
But
tlon.
says
at
that."
"let
her
James S. Duncan, F. O. Blood, A. H
much, I shall aUo make archaic invesWhltmore, E. G. Murphy. The San Ml
tigations on Mt. Chachlnl (20,000 feet)
Trying to Create Enthusiasm.
tniel National Bank, H. C. Coors. The
Wholesale Dealer In
Roo8e as advised by Prof. Pickering, of Harfor
committee
decoration
The
A
Cross, Kelly & Company, Charles
prize
a
to
offer
decided
day
have
velt
be
remains
to
are
where
vard,
said
Spless, O. D. Goodall and F. H. Pierce.'
for the best decorated business house from before the time of the Incas and
or residence In the city along the line visit a pigmy city not far from Lima,
We AreDrfferent.
.
Both Santa Fe and Albuquerque are of march on the day Of the president's besides studying the manners and cusvisit to Santa Fe, and one for the sec- toms of the native Indians, from
making extensive .preparations to
President Roosevelt on the 5th ond best decorated. The prizes can whom I can procure many Interesting
of next month, says the Lordsburg Lib- be seen in the display window of S. things if I have the money, rugs or
eral. Those in charge of the Santa Fe Spitz' Jewelry store on the south side vicuna skin, blankets, reed musical In
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
entertainment do not think it proper of the plaza. The first prize is a beau , struments, models of boats, costumes,
sec-bowl
and
the
glass
any
personal
Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
tiful
political
cut
or
also
thing
fruit
to have
spindles and starters for spinning and
mixed up with the entertainment, and ond a pretty preserve dish of cut many other things.
so the magic word "statehood" will not glass. Both prizes are valuable and
be pronounced nor printed while the many along the line of march will
When colds and grip are prevalent
president Is at the Ancient City. The doubtless strive to secure one of them. the quickest and surest remedies are In
New Mexican.
Albuquerque entertainers think dif
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
ferently, and will use every effort to
of McDuff, Va.. says that he was cured
cures
Herbine
of la
boom statehood while the president
ague. A dose will usually of a very deep and lasting attackCough
Arches will span Fever and
la In their town.
by using Chamberlain's
grippe
always
stop
a
chill,
continuance
a
the street on which will appear the le cures. Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Mldlo Remedy after trying several other preAlbuquerque, N. Max.
tOB South First Street
t
parations with no effect. For sale by
gends. "Roosevelt and Statehood In
Texas, May 31, lo99, writes: ell druggists.
1904." It Is expected that the presl uiian,
"We have used Herbine In our family
dent will not object to the first part
eight years, and found It the best
or the proposition, and will be too po- for
we have ever used, for la
medicine
lite to object to the second portion. grippe, bilious fever, and malaria." 60c
If any orators get a chance to speak at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy. B. Ruppe
while the president is in town they
will be expected to boom statehood
COMING EVENTS.
The Albuquerqueans believe In going
2
May
Base ball game at the fair
That is an
after what they want.
grounds.
American trait"
May 6 President
Roosevelt will
Meeting Last Night
visit Albuquerque.
Pursuant to notice published In The
Call at Court House.
Citizen, the various committees of the
A penalty of 25 per cent will be addPresident Roosevelt reception met at
the Commercial club last night, and ed to all property returns not made before May 1. GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT,
reports were heard.
The finance committee reported that Assessor.
the common or old
cost no more
car load just received.
sufficient funds had been subscribed,
Spring suits of superior quality and
m h m h m o
m style ice boxes.
and that the subscriptions to the re superior workmanship. A picked showh
h m
ception will foot up to about $1,200 ing of the best products of the season.
Thomas 8. Hubbell is chairman of The very latest novelties In the finest
this Important committee.
tirades of pure .wool casslmeres and
R. W. Hopkins of the decoration pure worsted cheviots.
The biggest
moving
committee reported everything
stock of clothing ever brought to the
Kmnolhlv and he Is convinced that a territory. Call around and let us show
WHOLESALE HAKDWAHE
majority if not all of the business men you.
SIMON STERN,
march
of
and residents along the line
113-115-11- 7
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Albuquerque, New Mexlf o
Hotilli
Street
will do some decorating of their stores
aifs"
bring results.
Cltiien "want
and premises. The decoration of the
LINE

OF

MARCH.

COLOMBO HALL

Wednesday,

April 20, ,03

We have Just received a new elean
line of Canvas Chairs, Camp Stools,
Porch 8ets, Settees and Chairs, which
we wish to offer at fair and reasonable prices for quick sale.

Davy
Crockett

.This

.

Is

the weather to take the baby

out We have also a nice assortment

29 In number, from the
of
cheapest to the best.
Call and see our goods gefore you
buy.
a,

-

On
I

La Fiesta

Strong
and Sons.
VJn

do las Flores

LOS ANGELES
9,7,8

GROSS. KELLY & EO.
(Incorporated)
mim)?!1I

Sim

11

p

vir

WHOLESALE

Wool, Hides, Pelts

m

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats,

or,

GOLD'S OLD

CURIOSITY
311-31-

SHOP

7

I

I

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

OLjJUJ- -

VEGAS,

EAST LAS

N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

SPRING REQUISITES
MOTH BALLS AND GUM
PHOR FOR PUTTING AWAY
MOTH
TER GARMENTS.
DUST PROOF BAGS FOR THE
PURPOSE. FRESH LOT OF
INSECT POWDER, AMMONIA,
AX, CHLORIDE OF LIME,
PERAS, ETC., AT

CAM

WIN
AND
SAME

BEST
BORCOP-

'

--

.

.

BACHECHI & CO.,
WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
.
AND BAR SUPPLIES .

WILLIAMS' FAMILY PHARMACY,
117 West Railroad Avenue,

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversSUILDINQ PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Most Economical I Full Measurel
Cement, Glass, Paint, eto.
First 5treet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

in

ADVERTISE

THE

OLD RELIABLE"

CITIZEN

DAILY

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision.
Car lot!

apactalty.

Carrie. tk Larg.it
ana float Eitao.lva
Stock ol

StapleOrocc-ie- t
loooS aeathwoat.

FARfl AND FREIGHT VVAG0N5.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

I IT IS HARD ON THE ICE MAN.

Alaska Hardwood White
Enameled Refrigerators

PLEASURE FOR ALL....

BaBaalllllB(alaBaBBBaBBaasiaiBaaBBBiBBaHiataBBBBBBBBaaaBlBBBBBBBBBlBBMBMSBBkaBMBWSa

They

A

WHITNEY
Hrt

See our nice new stock of Road
Wagons for

Q45.00

than

BuggieH $58 OO, all fully

guaranteed.

Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to the West. Special Low
Prices Now.

CO.

i

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1HK ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN
OFFICIAL

JUST RIGHT
?

post office has been estaolished at
Herroanas, Luna county.
A

The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

I

i

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the Dlace and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. I7IAL0Y,

Agent 8elected.
The San Andres Mining company of
Colorado, wtlh principal office at Colorado Springs, which has a capitalization of $100,000. filed notice at the office of the territorial secretary of the
appointment in this territory of an
agent, H. M. Daugherty, whose office
is at Socorro.

214 W. Railroad Ave

omomomcmomoocomomoomoomomomoocmccmocmcmorm

Maps Filed.

THE LARGEST STOCK

The EaBtern railway of New- Mexat the office of the
territorial secretary on the 11th, 12th
and 13th sections and of the amended
station yards at Belen.
ico has filed maps

the west of carpets, mattings, ruga,
art squares, etc., we don't claim to
have; but we do claim we bare car-

In

pets made by the most reputable mills
In the country, and that when we say
they are wool we guarantee same to
be as represented, and what we don't
have In stock we have a fine line of
samples to order from. Olve us a trial
and we will try to please you.

New Mexico 8chool System.

The following extract from a letter
received by Colonel J. Franco Chaves,
territorial superintendent of public Instruction, Indicates that people In the
Mates are alive to the forward strides
New Mexico Is taking. It Is written by
P. G. McWhinney, superintendent
of
the public schools at Hesperla, Mich.,
iiid refers to the last annual report of
Colonel Chaves:
"Please accept my
hanks for the report which you sent
me a, few days ago. I have read it
with much Interest and have noticed
hat your territory is making rapid
Cer- it r Ides along educational lines.
alnly your people have many things
o be proud of."

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenui

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NE CDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up In Roll Complete
Guaranteed

J.

Cm

With Fixture tor Laying.

v

Dura-blllt-

Write lor Booklet an. Sample

BALDRlDGL,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market
write$li

and salt Meats

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILMNB.

AMERICAN
L

SILVER
TRUSC,

N. THIRD 8TRKK'

RTTPPtT

13
)

PRESCRIPTIONS
LIGHT,
Retains
Sever Ml
Hernia
iwita Comfort.

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. 11.

SAMPLE

ELMO

AND CLDB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
180 W.

Toti & Gradi

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

!

No. 303

uST.
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies.
Wines, etc.

Telephone

Mutual

COOL.
Eaer to Weir,
o pressure oa
Hips or Beck.
No understr.pt.
ever moves.

Ooods.
LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sole

HONEY TO LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, urcans, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, lso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wltjout delay and strictly private.
Ooods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BulMlng,
805 West Railroad Avenue.
On

DARNOC.

Proprietor.

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

To Beautify

The O'Brien Sisters, milliners, west
Railroad avenue, received today a
large consignment of summer hats
They are
that are most beautiful.
something new In creation and new in
Albuquerque.

your rooms at great expense is
easy, but to do it at a small cost
is generally difficult. We are
offering this season something
that will delight you and all .that
see it.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Here is An Assortment ot
Lace Car tat dm.

Note All classified advertisements
or rather 'liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, IS cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.
LOST.
This morning, an oxidized silver pocketbook, between 413 South
Broadway and Railroad avenue. A
reasonable reward will be paid for
ita return. Leave at The Citizen

3
ml

olo

"8T?

3
WWW
su-

Between Highland Hotel and

omoKmoyjoomomKym

ZEIGER CAFE

- CROCKERY

-

Borradaile & Co.,

o

Chief
Otiice
Denver, Colorado March SO, 190H Scaled Prn.
Qiiarte-maMe-

Our linen display Is attractive; our nnsal. In trinitrate will be received at this
unit! li o'clock a m.. on April 80 iUua
prices uone the less so. Albert Faber, tillite
lor furnishing furl, forage and wMer al road
station, in tins Department and for furl at
Grant building.
Hricr, I'tah and Kawon. Wyoming, during
Inthe ti'cal yrar commencing Julv 1,

Cough Cure

IF YOU WANT
BOV,
GIRL,
MAN,
WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING,
TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
A
A
A
A

5

TE,S

m

SEE-

& CO,

X

Z

CH J e"o it

NKW

31 rCTSTS roTBYoli tTff7yVd

if you want anything on earth,
put an ad In The Citizen and you
will be sure to get it

X

HINTS FOR MAY
o!

COMFORT
FIRST

o!

j:

On rising, don a suit of 'my medium-weigunderwear; 60c to 13.00
or balbrijrt-'atier garment for our reliable kind 8.
SECOND Take a negligee shirt, with delicate
figures or stripes, or plum white with small pleats;
60c to (3.50.
THIRDAM socks, cutTs, collars, neckwear,
handkerchiefs, etc., from my attractive stock.
sack suit of
FOURTH-G- el
Into a spring-weigblue or black serge, cheviot or homespun fabric;
striped outing effect or ouiet overpluid; such as cost
here from $10 to HZ, with satisfaction guaranteed.
FIFTH You must have a spring overcoat, even
if you wear It on your arm at times; here they are at
from tS to 118; short, medium or long styles.
SIX TH Put on one of our swell derby or soft
hats; $2.50, 13 or $3.
Now you're fixed and ought to feel good all this
seaon. Agent for Sweel-Or- r
overalls and pants, and
Nelson's 13.60 Shoes.
wool

ht

n

X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
7

PRESCRIPTION. DRUGGISTS

tea

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

O'RIELLY
BVtrt

c.

MOSSHINGHAM CURTAINS from. 80c per pair and up.
MUSLIN CURTAIFS from
,75c per pair and up.
HOBUINCK CURTAINS from.. ..$1.75 per pair and up.

FURNITURE

LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND
--

'PHONk.

li
( :

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS

FOR THE BLOOD

J. H

v

office.

LOST

SPRING MEDICINES

'5

i

which are not alone beautilul, but posses quality much
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.

LOST

post-offic-

THE FRESHEST

jfjMKi-MteK;j-

Walks Witnout Crutches,
I was much attiicted with sciatica,
receive suitable reward. Mamie V.
writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowavllle, Sedgwick
Howe.
county, Kansas.
going about on
5
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?
crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
WANTED.
I was Induced to try Ballard's Snow
Liniment, which relieved me. I used WANTED Good English speaking
girl, not under 20 years of age, to
three 60c bottles. It is the greatest
learn weaving and sewing. The Rio
liniment I ever used; have recom
Grande Woolen Mill Co.
mended It to a number of persons, all
express themselves as being benefited WAN TED Tailors by the Rio Grande
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED
DOMESTIC WIN AS
COGNAC.
by It. I now walk without crutches,
Woolen Mill company, Albuquerque,
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
N. M.
able to perform a great deal of light
Finest and Best Imported and Oomestlo Cigars
labor on the farm." 25c, 60c and $1.00 WANTED Furnished
housekeeping
at Cosmopolitan Puarmacy, B. Ruppe.
rooms In the desirable part of the
)C)a0tfyicyjr))C)a)CHic)a)C)xy)C))ri&cyyosoC)a)cya)C))C)
0
city by man and wife. Address "A.
The Five Stage.
S. R.," care of Citizen.
From Life.
WANTED A good cook. Apply at No.
303 South First street, Myers, resAt 17 she said: "I want a man who
taurant.
Is ardent in all of love's ways and
whose passionate devotion may never WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine open
flag. He must be tall and
ings In all departments. Good salarand handsome, with dark,
ies. Rapid promotions. Examinaflashing, soulful eyes, and, if need be,
tions soon. Particulars free. Intergo to the ends of the world for my
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
sake."
WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
pean hotel, Galup, N. M.
At 20 she said: "I want a man who
unites the tender sympathy of a wo WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
man with the bravery of a lion. I don't
tools. Send address and will call. R.
mind his being a little dissipated, beSweeny, 615 South First street
cause that always adds a charm. We
FOR BALE.
must be, however, accomplished to the
last degree, and capable of any sacri- FOR SALE House full of furniture
.consisting of carpets, range, parlor
,
fice for my sake."
,,
oak stove. Iron beds, tables, chairs.
At 26 she said: "I want a man who
etc. Apply to Joe Smith, 615 North
engaging
an
with
personality
a
unites
Eighth street.
complete knowledge of the world, and
FOR SALE Entire household goods
happens
if, of necessity, he
to have a
private sale; 903 North First street;
past, he must also have a future; a
MATTRESSES-Ali.Kin- ds
or Steel
COTS
goods can be seen at residence; own- IRON BEDS-Wo- od
man whom I can look up to, and with
er not an Invalid.
ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
fly
whom I can trust myself at all times FOR SALE 10x14 tent with
3 set blocks and rope
lnch,
without the slightest embarrassment.'
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
and 1 Inches; Jack, bars and chain.
At 30 she said: "I want a man with
Inquire between 5:30 and 6 p. m. at
EASY PAYMENTS
money. He can have any other at314 South Sceond street,
next to
tributes that a man ought to possess,
alley.
H7 Oold Avenue
but he must have the monty, and the FOR SALE OR RENT Furnished
more he has the better I will like It."
bouse, 6 rooms; lots of shade and
fruit trees; chicken yards, etc;
At 35 she said: "I want a man."
pretty location. F. O. Allin, M. D.,
corner Fourteenth street and Cos-tillChronic Bronchitis Cured.
1
avenue, city.
"For ten years I had chronic bronI
so
chitis
bad that at times could not
FOR RENT.
speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
Coffman, of Montmorencl, Ind. "I FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
U S DEPOSITORY
without board; also furnished rooms
tried all remedies available, but with
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
no success. Fortunately my employer
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous, FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
and I am now cured of the disease. On
at 113
North Third street
my recommendation many people have
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
LOANS.
used Foley's Honey and Tar, and alOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado MONEY TCU3AN In sums to ault
Raynolds,
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiJoshuaS.
Address, postofflce box S83, Albu
Pharmacy,
Frank McKee, cashier;
dent;
querque, N. M.
o
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,
rtfRESH Fi.sli on Thursday and Frl- PROPOSALS.
IIU
SUPPLIK AT ROAD
SAN JOSE MARKET.
PKORl SALS FOR of

Correspondence.
FLAGSI FLAGS! I
Faywood Hot Springs, April 23.
For the President Roosevelt reception.
Among recent arrivals at this resort See S. E. Newcomer, next to the
and sanitarium are: Ralph C. Ely,

3
!3

Albert Fab.eE..
30S RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

First street, on Railroad avenue, a
steel purse, leather back. Finder
will please return to this office and

ispeeial

Dealer In Stoves, Tin and Gianite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and 8heet
Iron Work to Order

OO

Reclining
struction to bidders and blank forma of pro
posals will be furnished on application to this
Each season brings out some new otlice.
The government re rrvrs the right to
features and an Improvement over vcept or reject any or all bid. J. W. POPK,
last. All our carts are fitted with new Major and Chief Ltuarternaater.
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no and durable, and more elaborate than One r.Tsnuto
opiates, and will not constipate like ever shown before. We have about 60 Fop Counhs, Colds and Croup.
nearly all other cough medicines. Re- assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. $30.00. Don't fall to see them before
W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
j buying.
j corner Second and Coal.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.

North Third Street

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

STREET

personal property loans.

broad-shouldere- d

Rumor. That Papago Indian Chiefs
Art Assembling Warriors to Invade Mexico.
A special to tse Denver News from
Phoenix, Ariz., says:
Advices state
that the Papago chiefs have sent run
tiers in all directions to assemble
lighting bucks at Ranchita Barrajito,
preparatory to an uprising.
Indians
are holding their second recent powwow and are fasting on stolen cattle
ind drinking mescal, a fiery Mexican
tanglefoot. Their apparent Intention is
to invade Sonora, Mexico, and slaught-a- r
Mexicans against whom they have
The
real and fancied grievances.
ttouble grew out of a system of wholesale smuggling which has been conducted quietly for some time. Recently large quantities
of mescal were
smuggled over the international line
by Mexican outlaws and white renegades and sold to the Indians at fabu-lou- r
prices. The reds had a big drunken brawl near the Gunslte mine, ending in a dance of fierce pantomime
The smugglers
and much war talk.
stole cattle which they drove over the
line to exchange for liquor.
Five rangers commanded by Jack
Foster, lieutenant, have reached the
bad lands and are reconnolterlng. Reinforcements will arrive unless the exCatcitement subsides Immediately.
tlemen reported to the governor here
today that the redskins have been unusually active and pernicious in cattle
rustling lately, and they prayed for
greater protection.
United States Marshal McCord has
arranged to press posses into Immediate service for the government should
they be required. C. H. Uttlng, deputy United States marshal, who was
thought to be slain by the Indians,
reached Phoenix today with one Indian prisoner. Accompanied by three
Mexicans, be went to Ranchita Barrajito more than a week ago to arrest
a band of smugglers. The renegades
were surpised and a pitched battle In
the dark ensued, In which two redskins
were slain and one captured. Uttlng
was separated from his party and had
a series of narrow escapes for four
days, herding redskins over ninety
miles to the borders of civilization.

Parte of the City.

ALBUQUERQUE

15 SECOND

New York; W. E. Brock, Cook's; Mr.
and Mrs. O, L. Hoyt. El Paso, Texas;
P. It. Smith, Jr.. Demlng; p. t. Beckett, Harry U Craig, Claude Betsen.
San Marclal; Mr. en Mrs. A. J. Clark,
Demlng; Miss M. Raymond, Salt Lake;
,
Miss Tillie Adams, Chicago; I.
Silver City;
R. V. Newsham,
Philadelphia;
Trafford E. Smith,
Wayne McV. Wilson, Diamond Bar
ranch.
Mr. Ely Is president of the Fay wood
Concentrates company and Mr. Brock
Is resident manager of the company's
plant at Cook's Peak.
Mr. Hoyt Is a pioneer of El Paso and
has an extensive furniture and carpet
business In that lively city.
P. R. Smith, Sr., is well known pro.
moter of Demlng's Interests who has
recently succeeded In placing on a firm
basis the proposed sanitarium at that
promising little city.
Messrs. Beckett, Craig and Betsen
are civil engineers of the Santa Fe
who are now laying out some changes
and Improvements on the track In the
vicinity of Whitewater Junction.
Mr. Clark la a pioneer of Demlng,
owner of several fine properties and a
leading dealer In groceries, provisions,
hay and grain.
Mr. Holzman Is chief clerk and Mr.
Newsham Is one of his assistants In
the big mercantile house of Max Shutz.
On the Gila river, in a range of lofty,
rugged mountains, Is the Diamond Bar
cattle ranch, of which Messrs. Smith
with other
and Wilson are
eastern gentlemen.

stents for 5an Antonio Lime.
7

T. O. AHES,

Beauty and Strength.
Are desirable. Tou are strong and vig
orous, when your blood Is pure. Many
-- any, most
women, fall to properly
digest their food, and so become pale,
sallow, thin and weak, while the
brightness, freshness and beauty of the
skin and complexion, depart. Remedy
his unpleasant evil, by eating nour-shln- g
food, and taking a small dose of
Heroine after each meal, to digest
what you have eaten; boc at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
MORE WAR TAX.

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,

1

Hols-man-

Notaries Appointed.
Governor Otero appointed the follow.
Ing notaries public:
Ernest Wirt,
Lumberton, Rio Arriba county; Frank
Hutchison, Alamogordo, Otero county;
Alexander J. Nesult, Roswell, Chaves
county; Angus McOllbrey, Chillll, Va
lencia county.

Coffee

40-cc- nt

MATTERS.
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The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque
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Proceeds

From

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 2g
Automatic 'Phone No. $16.
Bell Telephone No. Mj.

(0)

UNO MATTERS.
Sates for Territorial

School Funds.

mnmmiL

a m m -t--ju

m

LAND

& Rio

Grande System

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE
SANTA FE

Denver

OFFICE BUSINESS.

jm w mm

The

THE POPULAR LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

.t. A. Keen, commissioner of public lands, deposited with the territorial treasurer yesterday $2,026.26,
same having been received from the
United SutPs as B per cent of the net
proceeds from the sales of public
lands by the United States within the
territory for the year ending June 80.
1902. This deposit Is for the use of
the public school permanent fund, the
interest of which only Is to be expend
ed for the support of the public
school? in the territory in accordance
with bection 4. act of congress, approved June 21. 1898, this being the
fourth payment made by the United
States to the territory for the use of
41ic public school permanent fund In
accordance with the above mentioned
act of congress. There baa been paid
by the United Stafs to the territory
for use of this fund as follows: First
piivment for year ending June 30,
1S''9, $894.38: second payment for the
ye;ir ending June 30. 1900, $1,291.12;
2f1.12;thlrd payment for year ending
June 30. 1901. $2.630 45. thus making
a total of $6,742.21 to the credit of the
pulilic school permanent 5 per cent
fun-!-

fell

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL CLUB

BUILDiMl.

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

DO VCU WANT TWPFS?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shruband Strawberry Plants.
Clean Stock

LlstYcur Patroiuge

Office

A.

o

SPRCI4X ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACK! NO AND SHIPPIXQ
Send for Price

Job

A. S. HUOH&S, Oen. Traffic Man.
EDbON, Manager,
Denver, Colo.
Denver Colo.
8. K. HOOPER, Oen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

J.

bery

Acclamated-Nic- e

...

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfls Coast,
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Trees! jTrees! Trees!
Thoroughly

Citizen

THE.

The Citizen Job

Solicited.

Office is prepared to

turn out work Of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.

..Santa, Ke Nursery..
Proprietor
GRANT R1VENBURG,

.

School Land Lease Approved.

A. A. Keen, commissioner of public
lands, has received from the department of the interior 35 approved
leases of school sections 16 and 36,
Duplicate
representing 22,400 acres.
leases have been forwarded to the
successful applicants.
Entries Recorded.
Homeetead Tomas Brlto, Chaves,
160 acres in San Miguel county; Joseph S. Byrd, Eastvlew, 160 acres in
Valencia county; Eugenio Baros,
postoffice, 139 acres in Santa Fe
county;
Atanacto Chavez, Grants
postoffice. 160 acres, Valencia county;
Herman L. Salisbury, Raton postoffice,
160 acres, Colfax county; J. Vialpando,
Jardin postoffice, 160 acres. Mora
county; Modesto Padilla, Jardin
159 acres. Mora county.
Mining M. K. Long, 10 acres in the
Edison lode, situated In Taos county.
Desert Land Frank Dlbert, Santa
Fe postoffice, 280 acres in Valencia
county.
The following coal declaratory state
ment was filed Monaay:
Leonard
Skinner, Golden postoffice, aw
, sec.
14, twp. 10 north, range 5 east, Santa
Fe county.
Land Sale.
The following Bale of land was made
E. F. McCarty's Hall s Peak, 160 acres
in Colfax county.

Mail orders for
custo-

out-of-to-

Gal-Iste- o

at anytime
cail on or w lite
E. C. Dake's Advertising Agency

Japanese and China matting in all
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad

(Tloudcroit

avenue.
Buy

post-offic-

THE

MEYERS-ABE-

L

COMPANY,

Distributers,
Albuquerque. New Mexico.

o

The Citizen

15

If you want to
A

Jvertisi

in

MerrhMiitH

5

SAN FRANCISCO

CAL.

e

LOCATES

TIB

i

--

g

TTl-- l

1

llW

Thos F Keleher

25-ce-

Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts,
all the new color combinations and
white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50. SIAccused of Perjury Refused to Listen MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
to Reading of Warrant.
clothier.
I.ai-- t
Monday a warrant for the ar
You Need an Electric Fan.
rest of Neil Gosnell for perjury was
The season begins on the first or
placed In the hands of Constable Rob
bing. Gosnell Is section foreman at May. Order now, so that your fan will
Guadalupe and the constable, accom- be In when you want to use it. Elecpanied by Jack Lynch, went there to tric Light ft Power company.
make the arrebt.
Gosnell was found
Childrens' brash and fancy straw
near his house and the constable be- sailor hats, something
new in design
gan the reading of the warrant. Gos- and pattern, 50 cents
and 75 cents.
nell, as soon as he learned what the SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
officer was after, ran into the house, clothier.
.

CLOUDOtOfZ

TUB ROOnJVHMEM
THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
DIRECT BY THE TRAINS

,

iSO

.

m.

for

toe tao r.

atMOurmlom

rates

Agoitt

Santa

F"e

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

U

We

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louis Mo.

RESORT Or

Will Not

SlSUh

jrWU INFORMATION DUaUFTTVE.
UTtRATURi, ETC. CAJX ON NEAREST
COUPON TICKET AGENT OR ADDRESS

aAlMJ0

NaumumtM jysttm.

ELPAAO. TEXAS.

There's no Better Service

A badge

"For years and years a Burlingto" badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-man- ,
brakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KAN8A8 CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAIN3 FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

Prom Kansas City, Saint Louis snd
Memphis to points in the South, South-ias- t
and Southwest.

Hie Southeastern Limited
Leaving Kansas City at 6:30 P. M
laily, will take you to Springfield, Mem
phis, Birmingham, Atlauta, Jacltsonvillt
tnd all points in the Southeast.
For detailed information apply to

do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

of the
Burlington.

Than that via the

iMjtpn
:

life

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, General

A

rent?

DENVER.

r?

G. W. MARTIN
CNERAL WESTERN AGENT

HOC.

17th St.

DENVER. COLO.

Dr. King's

TUESDAY, MAY 9

Type Faces

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar r year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

ROOSEVELT

o

DIDN'T WANT TO 'COME.

The Latest

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

PRESIDENT

Co.

Oli

Republican
of America

JLtftJUlO

paper of the World. Giobe-Democr- at

Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

25-ce-

TWICE EVERY WEEK
Oreat
I sTk fl1.CZ The
Paper

The Great News

REACHED

carefully

- J3)f

-

heart-holdin-

very

drawn, and are issued by authority.

P.-N.-

etooo rtax amov

J

Weil-Know- n

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A, E.
System, El Paao, Texas.

MOUft

-.

life-givin- g

of all kinds on hand

miaiaj.rail estate

e e a

phis and Principal Points.

XTTmeUMMITC

aWMCaAMBTTO

eTO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or

SOUTH-WES- T

Supplies- J

I.I.J

Blanks

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kx change

"THE FASTEST EVER"

cents per week.

.

attention.

RUNS

'

closed and locked the door. The of OEVOE'S READY
MIXED PAIN v
ficers were about to resort to force
when Mrs. Oosnell advised her hus- One Gallon Covers 300 8quar. Feet
TWO COATS.
band to surrender.
Oosnell was brought to town and apfouNTEffo
peared before Justice Morse for examis.
sjasaaaiBBBl
nation. It developed at the hearing
'
that the prisoner bad given an order
to one of the Santa Rosa merchants
a
i
iv
XTHiT.n
and afterward denied his signature.
Justice Morse bound him over to the
for utitidren.
grand jury in the sum of $1,000. Bail
The pleasant to take and harmless was furnished. Santa Rosa Sun.'
One Minute Cough Cure glvea imme
diate relief In ail cases of cough Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
croup and lagrlppe because it does not
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park
pass Immediately Into the stomach,
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
right
but takes effect
at the seat of
"Our two children had a sethe trouble. It draws out the Inflam- follows:
vere attack of whooping cough, one of
mation, heals and soothes and cures
paroxysm of coughing
permanently by enabling the lungs to them in the
would often faint and bleed at the
contribute pure
and
oxygen to the blood and tis- nose. We tried everything we heard
getting relief. We then
sues. B. H. Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann of without
called In our family doctor who preft Son.
scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
o
very first dose tbey began to Im
GRAPHIC MINES TO RESUME the
prove and we feel that it has saved
SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
This
property Will Be their lives." Refuse substitutes. Al- Pharmacy.
varado
Harness
S5.60 to $40.0u
Again Worked In a Short Time.
Plow Harness, $7.50
Farmers'
Extensive operations will soon be re"Davy Crocket."
$5.25 to $55.00
Sidles
sumed on the Graphic group of mines
That the public likes this play has
in the Magdalena mining district, So- been made very evident. The play of Fine, Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
corro county. C. T. Brown, the well- - "Davy Crockett" differs from many of
ters. Collars, Axle Oils, etc
known mining engineer and expert of Its kind and In a way to be commend'
ocorro, and Captain A. B. Fitch, who ed. In the first place it is not a bar- Whips
15c to $1.50
has been the lessee of the Graphic rowing affair. It seeks to present a
nines for many years, have made a
story to command the
combination and have had the ores of sympathies, and in the last scene of all
Albuquerque
the mines thoroughly tested.. A Urge to thrill. It does all of these. It is 406 Railroad Avenue
nifll for the treatment "fine output of smartly written, and
its scenes follow
the Graphic tr!ut:a will be erected one another in sprightly
fashion. W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
soon, Th ore In sight is enough to "Davy Crockett"
with a capable comYeep a mill of fifty tons capacity per
pany will be at the opera house Wed Second street, oetween Kallroad anr
day In operation for four years.
jopper .venue
nesday, April 29.
Wanted.
Horses and Mules bought and exchana
8a ve the Loved Ones I
We would like to ask, through the
u. Livery, Bale, reed and
columns of your paper, If there is any
Mrs. Mary A. Vllet, Newcastle, Colo.,
Transfer tftabk
person who has used Green's August writes:
"I believe Ballard's Hore- Flower for the cure of indigestion, hound Syrup is superior to any other
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has cough medicine, and will do all that is
EtT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
not been cured and we also mean claimed for It, and It is so pleasant to
their results, such as sour stomach, take. My little girl wants to take it
Address W. L. TRIMBLE is, CO,
Albuquerque. N. M.
formentation of food, habitual cos- - when she has no need tor it." Ballard's
nervous dyspepsia, head Horehound Syrup is the great cure for
tiveneBS.
aches, despondent feelings, sleepless' all pulmonary ailments. 25c, 50c and
ness in fact, any trouble connected $1.00, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
with the stomach or liver? This raedi Ruppe.
cine hag been sold for many years in
all civilized countries, and we wish to Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal.
We will have on sale to Coronado
correspond with you and send you one
of our liouks free of cost. If you never Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during May, June,
tried August Flower, try a
hot
tie first. We have never known of its July, August and September, 1902;
falling. If so, something more serious round trip tickets at rate of $35, limited to November 30, 1903; stopovers In
is the matter with you. The
size lias just been Introduced this year. either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
...AT.
further Information call on ticket
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists. For
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
O. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. II.
F. L. Myers, agent
ALBUQUERQUE
O'KIelly &

mers given special

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

newspapers

anywhere

raffiRQOF GARDEN

at Headquarters.

Come to us for your spring suit. Big
gest and best stock; lowest prices.
.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

TRY MISSOURI'S BCST

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, April 30 and May
2, 1903. National and International
Good Roads Convention, April 27,
May 2, 1903. St Louis.
One fare plus 92 for round trip;
dates of sale, April 28 and 29, good to
leave St. Louis up to May 4. For further Information call on ticket agent
F. L. Myers, agent.

New Discovery

ForCOT.J'".,
A Terfect
Cure

:

Throat and
Lung Troubles.
For

Money back if it foils.

AH

Trial Bottlts

fr.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securli
permanent relief from irregular i
painful periods ly using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
Pans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo coumr

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

Book
Binding
Books,

magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
inj any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

i

This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over alx thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
eiperienced.
Atuough not generally known summer is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Maflana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl& s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget bis trip undr
"The White Umbrella,"

:S
3
(C
O

fhe Mexican Central
3
Is prepared t( furnish you with thr best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. O. ft P. A., Mexico

W.O. MEAD,
O. A, El Paso.

to r i

C. R. HUD80N,
O. F. & P. A.,MexlCO.

o
o
o

We

o
o
o

Never

o
o
o
o
o
o

niQunnnint
fcsiimfavrsisir

a
o

o

to

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNES

hronic Sores

Constant Drain
Upon the System.
A

aWUllUJJ
? ,s lurce

f

r

OF

Mandamus

LEGAL

MEREST,

Against tbs Territorial

Treasurer Has Been Granted.

Ayers
Sarsaparilla

,

mnch troWe as an old sore or ulcer, particu-tart- y
f
when located upon the8?lower extremities where the circulation fa weak
A
!,.ui8h-K?renoua eating ulcer upon the leg is a frightful sight,
AN INJUNCTION GRANTED.
If you feel run down, are
as
burrows deeper and deeper Into the tissue beneath and th
easily
one
tired, if your nerves
can
almost
see
V
flesh
the
melting away and feel
fP?nt'"ueag gP"d.
,Ut Wltl.tl,e ickenin
discharges. Great running sores
Upon the application of the board of are weak and your blood is
regents of the New Mexico College of thin, then begin to take the
.
.
bruise
f..
i
,.,, Or t)imrlJ I ntiit on. a tViraotn
Decause, While all Agriculture and Mechanic Arts an aluu6cr always,
v..vi.s
good old standard family
ternative writ of mandamus
" wo nu sores, particularly U can. the territorial treasurer hasagainst
T vour family.' V,Face soresB are
Ayer's Sarsapacer
medicine
been
common and cause the greatest granted by
Judge Frank W. Parker, of rilla.
If
constipated,
use
sistent and unsightly and detract eo
the Third judicial district at Las
SORES ON BOTH ANKLES.
Two
Ayer's
Pills.
grand
uucn irora one a personal appearance
Cruces.
This
writ Is returnable and
Gentlemen t About ton year ago a
Middle aged and old people and
answer thereto Is to be made before family medicines.
mii-Sold for
Dn eaca 01 my ankles
vwii.
those whose blood is contaminated and Dflvsnt into (h. ril.nu.iirf
the Judge in chambers of the Third
J C. ArerCo.,
cam.
years.
large,
60
ant judicial district at Las Cruces on May
tainted with the germs and poison of
tins uloers, and
bewail. Mats.
- IIntanMl tr
malaria or some previous sickness, are fered
I had spent mora than $600.00 try 2 next. In the alternative writ. J. H.
the chief sufferers from chronic sores log to fret well when I chnnoed to Vaughn, territorial treasurer, Is com by some of our most public spirited
8. 8. 8. advertised In Memphis
and ulcers. While the blood remains in
manded to transfer the sum of $25,000 citizens and could be secured for the
u
and vti from
an unhealthy, polluted condition lieal-in- g cured.. . Myudk.d
limbs have if
never been
certain territorial sinking funds purpose at a minimum cost. The
is impossible, and the sore will ore or given ma any pain at ail to
fund for the maintenance and gentlemen seeking the investment are
the
lnoe. I have recommended 8. S. 8.
continue to grow and 6pread in spite of
support
many
(rreat
to
of the College of Agriculture thoroughly responsible and men of
people,
and am now
washes and salves or any superficial or giving It to my
means, who Invite corremoderate
surface treatment, for the sore is but Eotflmft. Tn rin cr mw ' i. ..Lton for and Mechanic Arts at Mesllla Park un- spondence and are situated
to carry
.t.unibos der the provisions of the appropria- out all they promls- v- Farmington
the outward sign of some constitu- waa llTlnr near Memphta, Tenn.,
nave
Thirty-fiftainoe
by
law
tion
passed
legto
romoved
City,
Kanaaa
the
tional disorder, a bad condition of
nd am now
at No. 614 islative assembly. Solicitor General Hustler.
the blood and system which local aw giiitnta residing
tnreet.
E. L. Bartlett has prepared and filed a
Mra. B. A. HARBIS.
remedies cannot cure. A blood purifier
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Kanaaa City, Mo.
motion to quash the writ for the rea
thing to cleanse the blood, restore its lost properties, quicken the circula- sons, that application therefor was Im Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
properly made, existing statutes re
tion and invigorate the constitution, and S. S. S. is lust snch a remedy.
Cough Remedy.
S. S. reaches
old chronic
sores through the -blood. It- eoes to quiring that any and all actions
,
.
f
"
(h. t. r . At these
"When I haa an attacs of the grip
irouoie ana counteracts ana removes irotn the blood all against territorial officials be brought
the impurities and poisons, and gradually builds up the entire system and
In the district court for the county last winter (the second one) I actually
.
.
.
T
a,
i
AtrncrthA.a
- tim elmvrvtol. vm.uiai.iuu, ana1 whcu
o
wherein the territorial capital is loca cured myself with one bottle of Chammc Diooa nas .oeen punned
u .1
ojfoicm uigcuJ vi an morDia, ted and for other reasons as set forth berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
unhealthy matter
the healing . process in the motion to quash. The solicitor W.
a vi
N. Y. "This Is the honest
ur eurc is soon general also holds that the legislative Shortsville,
ius, auu uia- uiwcr
entirely gone.
assembly had no power to divert sink truth. I at times kept from coughing
8. S. S. contains no mineral or poison-ou- s ing funds from the purpose for which myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the coughany description, but is guar-- they were originally collected.
drugs of ...
.
.
P.
ing spell would come on at night I
i.Ll remeay,
a
"vccu purcijr vccuiuie
Diooa
purifier and tonic combined and safe and permanent cure for chronic sores
would take a dose and It seemed that
Modification of Injunction Denied.
ana ulcers. If you have a
In the briefest
Interval tbe cough
sore of any kind, external or internal.
I. B. Hanna
Superintendent
Forest
our Physicans will advise you without charge. Book
would pass off and I would go to sleep
a?utJlt
Trfu
attended a hearing before Judge Mills perfectly free
on
Blood and Its Diseases " free.
from cough and Its acat Las Vegas upon tbe application of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATtAMTA, CAs Margarito Romero for a modification companying pains. To say that ihe
remedy acted as most agreeable surof the present injunction proceedings prise Is putting Ita very mildly. I
had
against him, restraining him from fur no Idea that it would or could knock
SANTA FE.
cbuleta, of Lumber-tonRio Arriba
cutting
of
ther
timber
from
within
the out tbe grip, simply because I had
county, was tried and found guilty of
Pecos river forest reserve. The appli never tried It for such a purpose, but It
From the New Mexican.
Illegally selling liquor to the Indians
cation requested
permission to saw did, and It seemed with the second atCharles Hartsaugh,
of Coloradoone the Jlcarllla reservation and
has arrived In town. He Is aenced to a line of $100 and costs and logs heretofore cut and now at the saw tack of coughing the remedy caused It
mill In the reserve, pending the de to not only be of less duration, but the
fine musician and will Join the Capltalaixty days' Imprisonment In the county
cision of the injunction case. The pains were far less severe, and I bad
City banT He Is also a printer andjall.
petition to modify the Injunction was not used the contents of one bottle bewill work at his trade here.
A bwaet Breath
refused, and the final hearing of the In fore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
Forrest McKinney, special agent of
the genera land office, was In the city Is a never falling sign of a healthy junction case set for May 12.
sale by all druggists.
Saturday and while here made ar- stomach. When the breath Is bad the
rangements to occupy a house on the stomach is out of order. There is no
Caution!
A NARROW ESCAPE.
This is not a genUe word but when
Fort Marcy reservation on Grant ave remedy in the world equal to Kodol
you
nue with his family for the present Dyspepsia Cure for curing indigestion,
think how liable you are not to

"2
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WN OF LAS CRUCES.

It Is a Nice

Place-Loca-

ted

In tbe

Mesllla Valley.

1

K

j

,

1

W.

--

w- -..

a-

in.

nine-year-o- ld

h

A

1

1 1

slow-healin-

g

,

sent-Sprlng- s,

summer.

A. E. Erwin.

assistant superintend-

ent of the city mall delivery division
of the postoffice department, will be In
Santa Fe on Thursday to arrange the
preliminaries for the establishment of
the free delivery service In Santa Fe,
providing that conditions are found

satisfactory.
Miss Geneva Swlnford, of Stillwater,
Oklahoma; Miss Mary Lannon, of Alexandria, Va., and Mrs. J. M. Ireland,
of Las Vegas, arrived In the city. They
spent the day visiting the United
States Industrial school for Indians
and other places of Interest in and
hear Santa Fe.
The following marriage certificate
has been recorded at the office of the
probate clerk and
recorder of
this county: Jack Russell and Miss
Minnie Patrldge, of Madrid. The ceremony was performed at Cerrillos on
February 21 by the Rev. J. H. Messer.
and was witnessed by James Keer and
Miss Susie Russell.
Judge Laughlln received a dispatch
announcing the sudden death of D. F.
Morgan, general solicitor of the Bell
Telephone company, with office at Minneapolis, Minn. Deceased was Interested with Judge Laughlln, A. R. Man-by- ,
of Taos, and others, In certain
tracts of land situated In Taos county,
and also In other enterprises in the
territory. He was a man of eminent
abll'ty, high character, and in every
resist a gentleman. Judge Laughlln
was greatly grieved to hear of the demise of his friend and business associate.
Upon the petition of Acequia de Rio
del Pueblo de San Oeronimo vs. The
Pueblo de San Geronimo, a temporary
injunction has been granted by Associate JuBtlce John R. McFIe, sitting as
district Judge for the county of Taos,
enjoining the defendants from prosecuting work on a new acequia or ditch
now being constructed by them to take
water from the Rio Pueblo. The hearing Is set in this city on May 4, at
which time defendants are to show
cause why the temporary Injunction
should not be made permanent.

dyspepsia and all stomach disorders.
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
Ky writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
for years tried all kinds of remedies
but continued to grow worse. By the
use of Kodol I began to Improve at
once, and after taking a few bottles am
fully restored In weight, health and
strength and can eat whatever I like.
Kodol digests what you eat and makes
the stomach sweet B. H. Briggs ft
Co.; S. Vann ft Son.
LAS VEGAS.

From the Record.
Walt Benjamin was able to be out
today for the first time in several days,
having experienced quite a severe
spell of sickness.
Pat Young returned Saturday night
from the Pecos river country, where
he has been mining for some time
past. He reports everything booming.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, Hon.
Romero, clerk of the court;
W. E. Gortner, stenographer, all left
for Mora to open court there.
Mrs. J. H. Kruts and Miss Ruth
Kurtz, mother and daughter, of Chicago, are two charming ladies who
will soon make their presence felt in
musical circles in this city, as they are
more than proficient In that sweet
and tender art which not only soothes
but also exalts the human heart. Last
night the ladles favored the guests at
La Pension with a few selections,
which were greatly appreciated.

From the Optic.
T. B. McNalr, tbe popular salesman
for the Brown & Manzanares house,
left on the flyer to attend the dedication exercises of the world's fair at
St. Louis.
Mrs. Freda Walsen Renshaw, the
attractive and accomplished daughter
of Gen. Fred Walsen, left for her home
in Walsenberg, Colo., after a pleasant
visit to Miss Holzman.
Word from Roclada and other out
side points is to the effect that the
rain in that section was much heavier
than In the city. The same tidings
come from other outlying sections.
but from up the road Springer way,
J. M. Archuleta Sentenced.
word is brought that little rain fell.
During the term of the district court
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Thatcher, of Chi
for the southern district of Colorado, cago, 111., are recent arrivals at La
held at Pueblo, last week, J. M. Ar- - Pension. Mrs. Thatcher and Mrs. II.
S. Van Petten, of the city, were school
girl chums at the Chicago Irving Park
school and met by chance last week
on Sixth street for the first time since
In all lu atagea.
leaving school.
Ely's Cream Balm
Danger of Colds and Grip.
deanaea, aootbea and beala
The greatest danger from colds and
the diieant'd membrane.
grip Is their resulting In pneumonia.
It curt catarrh aud drive
If reasonable care ia used, however.
way
cold in the head
and
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
quickly.
taken, all danger will be avoided.
Cream Balm It placed Into tha noatrili.ipreadf
Among the tens of thousands who have
over the membrane and la abeorbed. Keiief i immediate and a cure follow
Itlmot drying doea used this remedy for these diseases we
Dot produce sneezing. Large Size, M cent at
have yet to learn of a single case reor by mall ; Trial Sise, 10 cent.
sulting In pneumonia, which shows
ELY BHOTUKK8, M Warren Street, New York
conclusively that It is a certain preventative of that dangerous disease.
ARID
WOMEN. It will cure a cold or an
MEN
attack of the
Lit;
t's
i fnr tiiilinfUi f grip In less time than any other treat.i(Jt)Hliitittttulk
dla lifti
or
imiaiiuu
MaVW
ment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
ii
.irtrlur.
(f in ti rum ive inbrMiif
Pnihleaji, .tut uut MttilUFor sale by all druggists.
1'Hf EiANtChEMK." Ci.
r

Nasal

CATARRH

Drug-gla-

Vit'riMii.

t

ftul4 ? UrurvlMtv,
or Nui id in ii wrapper,
I'T
x pi i eat. prepaid, fur
00. or lmltl- -)
tirtultu- sol oa requMft-

DeWltVs

B Salve

For Pile, Burns, 8 ore a.

purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine in the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing Its
great popularity all these years, you
will he thankful we called your atten
tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
lut for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially for consumption.
where there Is difficult expectoration
and coughlug during the nlgnis and
lornings, there is nothing like German
Syrup. The
size has just been
introduced this year. Regular size, 75
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rlellv
ft Co.
26-ce-

A DIAMOND

DRILL EXPERT,

He Will Make 12,000 Feet of Borings
to Test the Hagan Coal

Deposits.
F. A. Pllmley, of Los Angeles, Cal.,
was in Santa Fe Saturday and departed In tbe afternoon in company with
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
the New Mexico Fuel ft Iron company
for Hagan. Mr. Pllmley Is a diamond
drill expert, and went to Hagan to do

some testing for the company.
Mr. Pllmley will spend five months
In tbe Hagan coal fields and during
that time holes will be bored aggregating 12,000 feet.
The drul used
brings to the surface a sample of everything It passes through. If it cuts
a five foot vein of coal a sample of
that coal is brought to the top and
the core carried up by the drill Is as
thick as the vein.
Mr. Pllmley has been prospecting for
coal with a diamond drill for the past
sixteen years and Is In consequence a'
very expert and capable man in that
line.
He has spent considerable time in
the United States geological survey
and superintended tbe placing of
used In constructing tbe dam
sites on the Colorado river at Needles.
He has for the past few months been
at Los Angeles, in the employ of the
state of California.
y

Thoughtful Man.
Austin, of Winchester, ind.,
knew what to do In the hour of need.
His wife had such an unusual ease of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
could not help her. He thought of and
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
she got relief at once and was finally
cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
A

M. M.

A SANITARIUM.

Was Tangled In Wreckage of Runa
way Delivery Team.
After running away last Thursday
and taking a spin of two miles out of
town, the delivery team of the Silver
City Mercantile company apparently
decided the affair was quite an agreeable novelty and repeated the event
last Saturday shortly after noon, says
the Independent.
The team was being driven down
Yankle street by Harry Bell and start
ed to make things lively when near the
Old Man corral. When In front of the
Independent office Mr. Bell tried to
turn them into the fence opposite, but
the horses turned so short that the
wagon was all but upset Bell started
to jump out, but seeing the wagon
wasn't going over, attempted to regain
his position when the high seat tip
ped over.
With his hand caught- - In
the lines and one foot fast he bung
head down for a moment In a very
dangerous position. When he finally
did get loose he fell with his entire
weight on his left wrist, breaking the
small bone and tearing tbe ligaments
loose. As a result of his Injury, Bell
will be incapacitated for active duty
for some time. After getting started
tne team ran about four blocks and
were caught near the engine bouse.
The most fractious of the two horses
was sold within twenty minutes after
the runaway.

1

INTERESTING LOCAL NOTES.

Special Correspondence.
Las Cruces. N. M., April 25. Las
Cruces is not a bad place to live.
fact it Is a real pleasant place to spend
at least nine months of the year. With
Mrs. Tinman, a nrnmiriMt
the exception oV the months of June, lady of Richmond,
Va., a great
July and August and possibly a part of
sufferer with woman's troubles,
May the weather Is delightful.
The tells how she was cured,
growing number of winter guests who
"For some years I suffered with
stop there, which Increases year by
pains,
year as the virtues of the climate and backache, severe bearing-dow- n
and 'lHnfcT of the womb.
the fame of "The City of the Crosses" IierVhoD'
tried many remedies, but nothing
becomes known abroad as a health re ffave any positive relief.
sort, the people of the little town are
"I commenced taking Lydla E.
Increasing their facilities of entertain PlAkhani's Vegetable Compound
ment thus making the place attract In June, 1001. When I had taken the
first half bottle, I felt a vast Improveive from a stsndpolnt of pleasure as ment,
and have row talwn
k..i..
well as health. The latest move in with the result
that I feel like a new
this line is the beautifying of the city womnn.
hen I commenced taking
by a pretty little park and the setting the Vegetable Compound I f.it ail
out of shade trees. The ladles of Las worn out and waa fat approaching
nervous collapse, 1 weighed
Cruces sre active In this good and complete
only 98 pounds. Now I weigh 10OW
worthy work and admirably are they
and
am Improving every dav
rnndH testify
succeeding.
to the benefit i4-li- :
The pretty little park, although only
Want
"."p.TcpiiAir.
a few acres of shade trees, shrubbery
flowers, a neat little lattice work sum
mer house and seats distributed con
When amedlrlno , VflAll BWW
veniently about. Is a pleasant greeting cessful in mora tlinn a
million
to the weary, travel worn tourist, who cases, 1 It justice to yourself to
alights at the depot near by and wends
trylnjr it, "I do not
wuuiu iieip nie f"
his way up to the town. He may have wrnj7 ityou
cannot wish tA oureiT
come In quest of health and he may he main
weak
and
sick.
only a commercial traveler, It matters
Mrs. Plnkham- - vrh
not which; the flowers, the green Is Lynn, Mass., will answer cheerthings of the park by which he passes fully and Without rvuar nil
Is cheering and the separation from addressed to her by sick women.
eastern environments, if he comes Perhaps she haa Just the knowledge that will help your ease-- try
from the east, is made more easy. The
tsar to-dit costs nothing-- .
ladles are achieving much success.
The park at present Is resplendent
with the green, the purple and the partment, several fatalities might
have
white of lilies. Every walk wending
from every corner to the summer ensued.
The fire started in the rear room of
house In the center Is bordered with
lilies, now In full bloom. Money to the dwelling. It Is believed that the
defray the expenses of hiring a gar- young man who occupies this room
dener and pay for water rights and went to bed without extinguishing his
other Items is raised by the ladies in candle, which was short and which
giving teas and socials and by private soon burned very low, igniting a ball
of straw which stood near. The flames
contributions.
The congregation of the Presbyter-Ia- n spread with amaslng rapidity. Dick-ersoand Bible happened to be pass
church now attending services in
a new and well appointed house of ing by at the time and they at once
worship are soon to boast of a new entered the house and aroused the
parsonage for their pastor. The new sleepers. There wss no opportunity
rectory is to be adobe and will contain to save any of the belongings, not even
four rooms. The foundation of stone clothing, and only by hard work was
has been laid and the adobes are being the fire confined to its starting point.
The Inflammable nature of the con
made, so that the new house will soon
tents of the house added greatly to the
begin to take form.
Mrs. Louis Hostetter, wife of one of fury of the flames and in a very short
the most prominent merchants of Las time the house was like a biasing furCruces, has gone to Omaha, Neb., to nace, and the heavy, thick smoke made
visit a sister, Mrs. Rosewater, wife of it all the more difficult to enter. Sev
Dr. Charles Rosewater, a prominent eral of the children of the family are
physician of the Nebraska metropolis. quite young and were unable to assist
Mrs. Hostetter expects to be absent themselves and they were the first to
be cared for. When it was known be
from Las Cruces about two months.
yond
question that all occupants of
Farmers of the vicinity of Ias Cruces and the Mesllla valley are In ex- the dweling had been saved, an effort
ceptionally fine spirits this spring on was made to save a portion of the furaccount of the exceedingly flattering niture, but this effort came to noth
ing.
crop prospects.
They feel assured
A great many people were attracted
that the RIo'Grande will furnish suffic- to the scene of the
fire and the home
ient water this summer for all purwere
ones
to Hanover and
less
taken
poses. With an abundance of water
the Mesllla valley Is no where excelled clothed and cared for.
In productive proclivities. Its fertility
DEMINQ.
of soil Is adapted to almost every specie and kind of verdure, whether tree, ft Faw Pointers About a Good Town In
shrub, plant, vegetable or grain.
Southern New Mexico.
The weather so far this spring has
Keep your eye on oeming.
been very favorable to fruit. The trees Demtag baa just been Incorporated.
Dentins; ships over 100,000 head of oattlt
are now In full foliage and garnished
with bloom and buds. Especially flat- annually; la the center of the greatest
tering are the prospects for a banner breeding region in the southwest and catall know this.
crop of peaches. The season of froBts tlemen
Demlna, the coming city of Naw MexIs past and the only possible dread ico.
now Is from Insects. Wheat and oats
Doming bas a magnificent school syssre growing nicely. Alfalfa Is making tem.
Deralng,
the railroad center f New
a wonderful growth. Some fields are
now. about a foot high and will soon Mexico.
Demins,
be ready for tbe first cutting. Land Old Mexico.the gateway to the beat part of
In this part of the Rio Grande valley
Demlna, the seat of the new county of
well set with alfalfa is worth 1200 per Luna.
acre and some few transfers in real
Demlna la the great mining center of
the southwest.
estate are taking place.
Demlna I Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
NEW SCIENTIFIC PROCESS.
Demlng water la chemically pure-equA Preparation
Discovered That Will to Polan springs.
Demlng haa Increased SO per cent In popDestroy the Dandruff Germ.
ulation In four years.
some
known
has
For
time it
iteen
Demlng water and pure osone make
that dandruff is caused by a germ that atrong and healthy people.
digs up the scalps into little white
Investments In Demlng .ots will double
flakes, and )y sapping the vitality of and treble In on year.
Demlng has now a large lea plant and
the hair at the root, causes falling
electric light system under contract.
bair, and, of course, finally baldness.
In Demlng ths demand for rental
For years there have been all kinds of houses is five times In excess of the sup-Plhair stimulants and scalp tonics on the
Demlng has an abundance of water for
market, but there has been no permanent cure for dandruff until ths dis- Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garcovery of a preparation called New-bro'- s dens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
Herplclde, which destroys the rental
returns will be M per cent on tha
dandruff germ. Destroy the cause the Investment.
to
dancease
will
exist. Kill the
effect
In Demlng good safe loans can be Lad
druff germ and you'll have no dandruff, at better rates than In tha old eatabllahad
towns.
no itching scalp, no fainng hair.
At Demlng you can buy lots at tlOt
"Sold by leading druggists. Send which
will pay you 100 per cent In less
luc in stamps for sample to ihe Hertwelve months.
plclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggl than
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed
ft Co., special agents.
to accommodate the enormous Increase ef
o
population.
FURIOUS FIRE NEAR HANOVER
Demlng is a great health result has no
superior In climate for ths cure of pulB. T. Link's Milk Ranch Burned to the monary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Ground Narrow Escapes.
The dwelling house on B. T. Link's Two large plants will be Installed within
year.
milk ranch Just below Hanover was the
Why buy high priced lota when you caa
entirely destroyed by fire late Sunday get them In Deralng cheap now, with cernight, together with all its contents, tain advance assured?
says the Silver City Independent.
d
Agricultural lands In Demlng are
for fertility, production of fruits
Tbe family occupying the bouse,
which Included the dairyman and hlB and vegetables of all klnda
Demlng offers the same opportunities
wife and their four children, narrow- now
that the most prosperous cities In the
ly escaped with their lives. It is highweat offered several yea re ago.
ly probable that but for the couragDemlng needs one hundred new houses
eous efforts of James Dickerson and to supply ths demand, and needs them
Robert Bible, of tbe Hanover fire de now. This demand continues to grow.
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a Comet

famous remedy
does for the stom
ach that which It
is unable to do for
Itself, even If but
Slightly disordered

or overburdened.

In the sky comes
the star of health
to the weak and

weary despon
dentdyspeptio,

eurlng all

a t o m so n
troubles and

A

digestive
disorders.

Kodol

supplies the natural1
lulcea of digestion and
does the work of the
stomach, relaxing the
nervous tension, while
the Inflamed muscles lift
ana membranes of that
organ are allowed to
rest and heal. It cures
Indigestion, flatulence,
palpitation of the heart,
nervous dyspepsia and
all stomach troubles by
cleansing, purifying and
Strengthening the glands,
membranes of the stom
ach and digest! ve organs.

'M

Two Eastern Physicians Seek a Location Here.
Yesterday's mall brought tbe information that Drs. McFee and Osborn
of New Market, Iowa, were desirous
of locating a modern sanitarium at
Kodol
Farmington,
advertise
and would
throughout the east the many benefits
Taw Kalar Caa Sarply To.
of our health giving climate, if citiBortWt or.tr. SI. 00 Sua hoidln
gnu
zens saw fit to donate a suitable site
tha trial alia, which tails lot SOe.
for tbe building.
rraaaraa it E. CHaWITT 4 CO, CUU4MI.
The facts are, there are many beautiful sites on the north and east borders of tbe town, that are now owned B. H. Briggs ft Co. and. 8. Vans ft Son

Dyspepsia Cuit

unsur-paaae-

Mrs. Bainoiui, at net parlors, No.
tOt South First street, over ths Hyde)
Exploring Expltlon store. Is prepared
tc glva thorough scalp treatment, do
bair dressilng, treat corns, bunions
and Ingrowing nails. 8ha alvea ma a.
saga treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds op ths skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to ba injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cnrna
and prevents dandruff and hair faiiina?
oat: restores lifs to dead hair; re
moves moles, warts and superfluous
bair. Give her a trial. 8h aiao haa
a very fine tooth powder which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substsncea. It perfumea the breath.
bardens tbe gums and makes tha teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recom
mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and dM mr
ait ni
these preparations are purely vegeta- ui
compounds. ui
her s titak
Automatic telephone 40.
See tbe new Knox Pantnuru hat
cornea In the light beaver color. Tha
swellest thing In tbe market. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o

P. a. Jonts, a.
C. E.
Consulting Mlnlna-- R!n
Field assistant D. 8. Geological 8urvt
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited,
o

Early spring styles of W. L. Doua-tshoes are at hand.
Everv atvin la
shown from the oatent leather vici
dress shoe to the heavy box calf work
ing styles, at 13 and $3.60.
Stmoa
8tern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
a

To Property Owners.
If you wish to avoid navlnc taxea on
25 per cent additional to your property
returns, see that your assessment
before May 1, as tho penalty will
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
FURNISHED ROOMS.
for light housekeeping, with or with
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis
House, between Huning and Coal, on
Second street
Indianapolis.

Ind.. June

9--

l

1903

annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Association or America. Rate one fare
Plus

12

for round trln.

Datea of sal a

June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
For further information call at ticket

office.

F. L. Myers, agent.
o

Ten and 15 cent box lunches at anv
hour of the day at the Chicago Restau
rant, Railroad avenue.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAtJRINO ft CO.
See our new spring Una of carpets.
We can save you money. Albert Fiber, 305 West Railroad avenue.

Roosevelt Rata.
President Roosevelt will be In Santa
Fe May 6 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For
this occasion we will sell round trip
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and 6,
good to return May 6, for one fare at
$3.45. To bona fide members of the
national guaru in uniform we will
make the low rate of $1.76 for the
round trip. F. L. Myers, agent.
8pring Goods
wicker goods, rockers,
S.150 and up. Gasoline and oil stoves,
refrigerators, f 10.00 and up. Linoleum,
carpets, etc. We want your trade;
either cash or time. We Can't be undersold. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
end of Viaduct.

In mattings,

Notice of Forfeiture.

Territory of Arizona, County of

Co-

chise, ss.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and assigns:
You are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
in labor and improvements upon ths
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
Peralta Canon, Cocbitl District, Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, la
the office of the recorder of said Coun
ty, in order to hold said premises un
der the provisions of section 2324 Revised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold ths
same for the year ending December 81,
1902.

And If within ninety days from ths
serving of this notice, you fall ar re
fuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with ths
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest in the said claim will become tbe property of the subscriber under said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,

Signature.
Assessor's Notice.
Notice is hereby given that tha undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, has for tbe convenience of tax
payers, opened an office at Room 11,
Armljo Building. Third and Railroad
avenue, over B. Ilfeld ft Co., In the city
of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
payers will be received until further
notice.
It Is made tbe Imperative duty of
tha assessor to assess a penalty
against all tax payers who fall to return their property for taxation and
this requirements of the Statute will
be enforced against all persons who
fall to make their returns to the undersigned within the period required by
law.
Tbe assessor or a deputy will ba la
constant attendance at the place designated above from 8 o'clock a. m.
untll 8 o'clock p. m., each business day
for the purpose of receiving returns.

J.

M. SANDOVAL,

Assessor Bernalillo County.

8
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was a pleasant caller at The Citizen

CONCERT,

fitojLOXOJtOtAiaxaiitjatatSt

office this morning. Mr. Moore came o
in from the west, after having visited
all the principal mining districts of o
The Italian Band Pleased the People Arizona and certain sections of the o
state of Sonora, Mexico. He Intended s
making a trip out to the Hell canyon o
Last Night.
mining uistrict, but concluded otherwise on discovering that no work is o
DANCING
being done by the mine owners out s
FOLLOWED CONCERT. .
there. He will go with tonight, and o
will visit the districts of Socorro, o
The concert given at Colombo hall Sierra and Grant counties.
last night by the Italian band was a
Miss A. B. Ashenfelter of Silver City o
6 grand
musical treat and much appre- Is spending iht day In Albuquerque of
A
attendance. The visiting friends.
She will leave to- 6 ciated by thoseas Inlarge
as expected night for a sojourn of several months' "j
audience was
considering tne numerous entertain- uuiHuun
ai airtereni places on wi i j
ments going on In the city. The pro- cine coast. Miss Ashenrelter will nrst
gram, a lengthy one, was rendered in go to Palo Alto, Cal., where she will
detail and attenuated by many earned attend the commencement excretes of
encores.
The solos and Individual the Stanford University.
She Is a
numbers were especially appreciated graduate of that institution.
She is
as was evident by the hearty applause. inclined and much interested in litBartolo Ramirez, director of the erature, and has been doing some writband, Identified himself with the audi- ing for the Silver City Independent
ence by his reditlon of the clarionet since
year.

Simon

I

1

1903

GOVERNOR

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC DILL,
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
The efjal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Stern

The Railroad A va Clothier P

Specialty Osteopathy

.

I

v

Solid Foot Comfort
A POSITIVE

RELIEF FOR

TIRED ACHING FEET.
Men's Grey Canvas Oxfords
Men's Grey Canvas Shoes
Men s Tennis Shoes, Kubher Soles
Men's Romeo
Men's Oxfords
Hvs Canvas Shoes 3 to 5
Ladies' Oxfords
Ladies' Slipoe.s
Ladies' Tennis Shoes
Children's Slippers
Children's Tennis Shoes

91.19

91. IS
9 1.90

solo, grand fantasia, "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp."
He is a fine musician, and
SSc
Is making the band one of the best in
SO
91.
the southwest.
The trombone solo by G. Formica
92.78 to 93. OO
was much appreciated.
91.18
After the closing piece by the band,
81. SO to 83.SO
a march "The Jolly Blacksmith." the
81. IO to 92.80
floor of the hall was cleared and danc
ing was enjoyed until a very late hour.
88c
The following are the committees
91.00 to 8.1 CO
who had charge last night:
SOo
Arrangements Tony Morelli. chairman; Ben Dlgneo, John Morelli.
Reception Ralph Damiano, R.
Fred Crollett, Vincent Damiano,
Herbert Rankin, Pedro Ruiz, Lawrence
Selva, Maurlco Damiano, O. Formica,
Fred Taliaforri, Frank Hrainard, John
A GOOD LETTUCE 8ALAD
McGuinness, B. Ramirez, Mike Dlgneo
Ed Fluke. James Laudenslager, Joseph
Haensgen.
made with the fine olive oil which you
Flooi" Tony Morelli, Ben Dlgneo, J
can obtain here good greens, of
Setward, Norman Terry, John Selva.
course, as the basis Is one of the
most healthful, at the same time
toothsome, articles of the Spring bill
of fare. Ask your doctor about olive
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
oil; but be sure to come here for the
genuine goods.
and

Puc-cett-

F F T RJ. OTTEB
Successor to
L. Bell A. Co.
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

0, W. STRONG & SONS,
run a modern Hospital Am
bulance Day and Night
Prompt and Careful

Service

BOTH PHONES
201-21-

1

North Second St.

MONfY TO LOAN.
On diamonoB.
utcuea. etc., or any
' od security; also UuuseooVl
goodf
.ored with me; strictly confidential.
u'ghest cash price paid for household
Automatic 'phone 120.
. od.
T. a. VVHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue.

IRIS BRAND
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
ft trial, we know we can please you.
D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers.
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,
buy bread anywhere, but If you want
good, light,
home-madbread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
this is the place. You cannot buy such
as we bake anywhere else. You will
find everything that we bake the best
Our prices the lowest for the quality.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
well-bake-

e

A15.

o

Square Piano.
If you do not feel able to purchase a
new upright piano for your children to
learn on, why not purchase a good
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
We will take it back In exchange for
KEEP COOL.
During the warm months by using a new upright any time within one
year. See us about it.
Electric Fans. Season opens May 1.
o
Order now. Electric Light & Power
Boys' brash and duck suits in
company.
sailors and double breasted, in
white, blue and brown; handsomely
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
SIMON
Home made oread, cakes and pies, trimmed, $1.60 to 12.60.
fresh from the oven every day. Brown STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
bread and baked beans, Yankee style,
To Property Owners.
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
If you wish to avoid paying taxes on
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516 25 per cent additional to your property
South Second street. Bell 'Phone 113. returns, see that your assessment is
Have you ever thought of the made before May , as the penalty will
amount ofcomfort you get in a pair of be added on that date. GEORGE F.
dainty oxfordST No time like the pres ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
ent to get Just what you want. We
For Sale.
show the latest styles and have all
We now have a number of square
sizes from 2 to 7 and A to EE. Prices pianos on hand all of which must be
are the lowest. Call and examine our sold to make room for new stock. If
assortment. C. .May's Popular Priced you want a bargain see Hall & Learn
Shoe Store, 2fi West Railroad avenue. ard about it.
.

A

.

Nor-folk-

SPRING

ATTIRE

We would suggest that

you select your Spring
suit now while our stock
is full and complete.
mwll ault In rmney

Casslmeres and Cheviots

$12 to $18
Fine UibV

l

Uuderweur

81.00 per

mult

Fine lbillirigiran Underwear.....

9 1 .OO per suit

French liallirijjjjsw) Underwear..

91 .SO per suit
Fancy Hitllirlg't;an Underwear...

92. SO

par suit

Fancy LUh Thread Underwear,.
93. SO per suit

E.

t

v

La

Washburn

NEGLIGEE
SHIRTS

3

l,

President Roosevelt May 5.
this morning.
Ed Spitz returned last night from a
trip of several days' duration at
No police court

the first of the
J. H. Bramon, from Missouri Valley,
Iowa, Is here to visit his family. They
have been spending the winter In this
city. Mr. Bramon will leave the latter
part of the week for home, and his
daughter, Miss Irma, will accompany
nlm. She expects to return In the
fall.
News reaches the city that Walter
O. Purdy, who was seriously ill here
at the St. Joseph's hospital and left for
St. Johns. N. B., about a month ago, In
a very precarious condition, is making
some Improvement In health and his
ultimate recovery is thought probable.
Mrs. P. J. McFarland left this morn
ing for a month's visit with old home
folks at Monette, Mo.
It has been a
long time since she visited her old
home last, and she anticipates this
visit with mush pleasure.
Reference is made to the advertisement of Abe Gold, Santa Fe, found in
another column of The Citizen. He
invites citizens of Albuquerque to call
at his place when on a visit to Santa
Fe.
W. A. McGraw, the
Denver fire Insurance adjuster, returned
to the city this morning from an official visit to Laguna.
He will return to Denver tomorrow morning.
H. S. Bozeman. head miller for John
Becker company, Is spending the day
in Albuquerque.
He will leave this
evening for Nickerson, Kan., where he
is called on account of sickness.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
territorial land office, returned to his
duties at the territorial capital this
morning after a few days' visit with
his family in this city.
Union League will have a meeting
at Presbyterian church tomorrow even
ing at 8 p. m. Every body is invited
'
to come.
Dr. Wolvin, the dentist in the Grant
nuuuing, was at his office today, after
a few days' sickness, which kept him
at home. '
C. F. Spader.' the Jamez village gen
eral merchant. Is in the city interview
Ing the local wholesale merchants.
Special meeting of Central Labor
Union this evening at 8:30 at Carpent
ers hall. West Gold avenue.
E. J. Gibson, trainmaster of the AI
buquerque-Wlnslodivision of the
Santa Fe, is In the city.

An immense showing of
the following celebrated
makes:

.

post-offic-

Miss L. M. Johnston
who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
Ky, has fitted up parlors at 113
North Third street,
where she will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.

Elgin, Monarch

Cluett
81, 91.23, 91.78,
92 and 92. SO

j

in all the very newest
color combinations and
white pleated.

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window
We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Boys' Crash and Duck
Sultsf In Norfolk; Sailor
and double breasted blue
white and brown;

Carpenters' Tools
and

hand-aome- ly

Builders' Hardware

trimmed.

1.SO
to

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Q2.50

well-know-

Grants.
Miss Myrtle Rams, who has been
visiting here, will leave today for her
home in Illinois.
A. Staab, the retired merchant of
Santa Fe, is In the city visiting his
son, J. Staab, with the law firm of
Chllders & Medler.
J. T. McLaughlin, who Is the new
superintendent of the Jura-Trio- s
Cop
per company, is In the city from the
Nacimlento country.
A delicious and substantial supper
will be served In the new Barnett
building this evening, from 6:30 to 7
o'clock. Price 35 cents.
Stuart Ellis of the United States cen
sus office in Washington, Is in the city
today. He Is here on matters pertaining to the geological survey.
The horse which Mrs. Margaret A.
Bigelow won at the St. Joseph's hospital bazaar Is a fine animal, donated for
the occasion by Hon. Felipe Chaves, of
Belen.
Do not forget the supper this eve
The surest and safest remedy for
ning in the new Barnett building, kidney and bladder diseases Is Foley's
served by the ladies of St. John's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Guild. Supper served from 5:30 to 7
First Street Natatorium.
o'clock this evening.
Commencing tomorrow at 2 o'clock
It is announced that the social func
tion to be given by Mrs. B. 8. Baker the First street natatorium will lie
tomorrow afternoon will lie a reception open every day from 10 a. m. to 10
and the hours of receiving will be p. ni. Ladies and gentlemen will find
from 3 o'clock till 6.
this resort first class in all its appointDr. W. G. Shadrach, who formerly ments. Tuesday nights will be reserved
resided in this city, came In from for private parties If engaged on or beWalker. Ariz., this morning. It is un- fore the previous Saturday. For terms
derstood that the doctor will again apply at the office.
Identify himself with Albuquerque.
o
"Cure the cough and save the life.'
Mr. nd ivirs. Willie Splegelberg,
who were here the past few days vis Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures
iting relatives and friends, left this coughs and colds, down to the very
morning for Santa Fe.
After a few verge of consumption.
days' sojourn at the territorial capl- Notice.
tal they will continue on to their home
We, the undersigned, have turned
in New York City.
The funeral of Jerry Monahan took over all of our gas supplies. Including
place this morning at the Church of gas stoves, gas fixtures, chandeliers
Immaculate Conception and was large and all fittings, to the Albuquerque
ly attended.
Burial occurred in the Hardware company, who in the future
Santa Barbara cemetery. The bereav will do all classes of gas work on the
ed brother, Timothy Monahan, arrived same basis as we have heretofore for
last night from Victor, Colo.
our consumers, and ask you, when you
O W. Strong & Sons, the
wiBh estimates on or gas work done,
and wide awake furniture dealers. to kindly call on them for same.
have been awarded the contract to ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECTRIC
furnish the boarding house, sleeping
LIGHT & POWER CO.
tents, etc., of the Amerlcau Lumber
company, near their mill site. This Is
"Now good digestion waits on appea feather In the caps of the Strongs.
tite, and health on both." L it doesn't,
The funeral of Mary Reynolds, the try Burdock Blood Bitters.
little girl burned to death yesterday,
o
was held this afternoon at the home of
The O'Brien Sisters received today
her grandmother, Mrs. Isaac Lane, a fine line of new hats, summer styles.
west Lead avenue. Rev. Renison, pasUESH "K. C." beef tenderloins and
tor of St. John's Episcopal church, prepork tenderloins each Tuesday.
sided. Interment was made at Fair-vieper pound 3nc SAN JOSE MARKET.
cemetery..
Angus Mclntyre is in the city today
Diphtheria,
croup. Inanu will leave this evening for Los stant relief, sorethroat,
permanent cure.
Dr.
Angeles, where his wife has been Thomas'
Kdectric Oil. At any drug
spending the winter months. Mr. Mc- store.
lntyre was the shipper for Buckman,
tne lumber man, at Buckman, near
FLAGS! FLAGS! I
Santa Fe. He thinks of locating per- For the President Roosevelt reception.
See S. E. Newcomer, next to the
manently in 1)8 Angeles.
I. N. Horner, father of Mrs. Jesse
Miller, is quite ill at his old home at
The new Harnett building will be
Oberlln, Ohio. Mr. Horner left Albu- opened
with a supper by the ladies
querque several weeks ago for an ext St. John's
tended visit to a number of eastern ning. April 2!t.Guild Wednesday eveThese ladies are
cities and familiar scenes of bis famous for
their delicious chicken pie
younger days. Some days ago he sufwhich will bo served with many other
fered a swelling of one foot. The things
swelling Increased, affecting the whole Supper that will delight the appetite.
served from 5:30 to 7 o'clock,
limb.
for 35 cents.
E. J. Moore, the Colorado manager
of the Miniug Scientific Press, pubNo tuberculosis preservaline or col
lished In Denver, Is In the city, and orlng In Matthews' Jersey milk.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING

120 WEST GOLD AVENUE,

A Revelatlor.l
An examination of our stock of ready

made clothing by those not already
at Home.
We are showing the finest line of posted will Indeed prove a revelation.
art calendars ever brought to the city We have the best and biggest stock
and will do the printing here at home, in the southwest. Call and save money.
Keep the Money

showing proof on the work before completing them. Merchants desiring calendars will thus be enabled to get
their advertisements Just as they want
them, and will not have to bother with
freight tangles, such as many experienced last fall. We would ask merchants to hold their orders until they
see our samples. We will be pleased
to show them and quote prices at any
time.
STEWARD & VORHES, Printers.
305 South Second street.

SIMON STERN,

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS

The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
The Citizen

o
15 cents

CROMWlfiLL

12-1-

BLOCK,

Automatic Telephone 174.

W, H. HAHN

per week.

COAL DEALER

DELICATESSEN 8TORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tickle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Gold Avenue Grocers.
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, 17.50 per ten.
Anthracite, . larger sizes,
7JB par
MONEYIO L0AN
ton.
. .
On diamonds, watches or any good
Wood and Kindling, all alias.
security. . Great bargains in watches
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
of every description.
I will open a nice clean stock of
s
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
A. H. YANOW v
Thursday, April 30. Give me a
trial order.
Everything Just right 209 South Second street, a few doors
Telephones:
Automatic, 416 and
north of poetoffice.
Hugh Trotter, 111 North Second St.
267; Bell, 45.
A new upright piano for rent, In- quire at The Whltson Music Co.
.

gro-cerle-

o

WEILLER w CO.
GROCERS.
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh,
D.

o

K

I.

In oil

cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
to select from at Albert Faber'a 305
Railroad avenue.

Best Grades..

COFFEE DEMONSTRATION.
Everyone Is cordially Invited to our
famous Richelieu coffee demonstration
which will be served free this week at
my store by Miss Bray, of Chicago.
F. F. TROTTER,
Opposite First National Bank,
South Second Street.

at

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

New groceries and old groceryman
111

& CO.

HARDWARE

Everything new and up to now In
the grocery line at 111 North Second
street, beginning Thursday. Call and
see.
o
We can supply your wants

POST

North Second street, April

80.

Hugh J. Trotter.

o

Electric Fans.
The electric company desires to an
nounce that the fan season opens on
May 1.
Get your orders in now, so
tnat there will be no delay In install
ing your fan.

000000000000000000O

O

"THAT TIRED FEELING"

OO0OOOO0OO0OO00O0O

3l

A COHPLETE LINE OF
GARDE N TOOLS.

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

RSvJ
ONLY

ONLY

$2.50

$2.50

we have all read about and most every

man has experienced that weariness
and disgust over frayed collars and
fringed cuffs; over iron-rus- t
shirts;
everything Is
over
easily obviated by having one's clothes
laundered here. We'll promise you this
much: we will launder linen to your
satisfaction.

Imperial Laundry
Back of PostofMce.

tt' ti mti mkitma

in i

WE SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VANN

&

SON,

JEWELERS

v

